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ABSTRACT

Engineering analytics is a multifaceted landscape with a diversity of analytics tools which comes
from emerging fields such as big data, machine learning, and traditional operations research. Industrial engineering is capable to optimize complex process and systems using engineering analytics
elements and the traditional components such as total quality management. This dissertation has
proven that industrial engineering using engineering analytics can optimize the emerging area of
Computational Advertising. The key was to know the different fields very well and do the right
selection. However, people first need to understand and be experts in the flow of the complex application of Computational Advertising and based on the characteristics of each step map the right
field of Engineering analytics and traditional Industrial Engineering. Then build the apparatus and
apply it to the respective problem in question. This dissertation consists of a couple published
studies by the author who developed a state-of-the-art artificial intelligence system in this research
domain, and transformed the current industrial domain into an advanced semi-auto-learning stage.
This research develop a new and sophisticated framework using engineering analytics and traditional industrial engineering in order to tame the complexity of computational advertising and
improve performance from the advertiser’s viewpoint. This new framework and its respective systems architecture combines support vector machines, Recurrent Neural Networks, Deep Learning
Neural Networks, traditional neural networks, Game Theory/Auction Theory with Generative adversarial networks, and Web Engineering using traditional industrial engineering methods such as
total quality management in order to optimize a bidding process to achieve higher return on spending. The system is validated with an actual case study with commercial providers such as Google
AdWords and an advertiser’s budget of several million dollars.
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CHAPTER 1: GENERAL INTRODUCTION

The world is changing rapidly. Can we apply engineering analytics in solving new interdisciplinary problems? The answer is yes. This dissertation will apply engineering analytics and
engineering optimization to build a framework to make sophisticated decisions. This framework
ensembles together engineering analytic methodologies such as deep learning, machine learning
and other traditional industrial engineering methodologies such as total quality management to
optimize the outcomes in the emerging domain of Computational Advertising.

1.1 Background

Engineering Analytics according to the Institute of Industrial and Systems Engineers (IISE) is part
of Industrial Engineering and it is defined as the “process of leveraging data into actionable insights.” IISE states that “these strategies will be applicable to a wide range of applications including
customer segmentation for better resource utilization, improved performance tracking for diagnosis and maintenance, classification strategies for improved inventory management, better use of
sales data for increased revenues and customer satisfaction, and better forecasts.” (www.iise.org)
On the other hand, Computational Advertising is an application area which Industrial Engineers
are currently facing. Computational advertising is an emerging discipline that is considered a scientific system which becomes the foundation of future e-commerce. Stanford University defined
computational advertising as "a comprehensive discipline involving large-scale search, text analysis, information retrieval, statistical modeling, machine learning, classification, optimization, and
microeconomics.”

1

1.1.1 What is Computational Advertising?

The core process of computational advertising is to find the best match between the user and the
ad in a given environment and spend budget effectively. In traditional advertisements such as TV
commercials, advertisers do not know who the audience is, what age group, and what they feel
after watching the advertisement. Even the ratings of ads cannot be accurately counted, let alone
the effect of advertising. Computational advertising shows more intelligence: advertisers can understand where the target customers are, who sees the ads, the effects of the ads, etc., which can
be roughly calculated. In general, computational advertising optimizes the entire advertising
system, balancing advertisers, service providers (which can be search engines, or news portals) and the interests of users to maximize the output. The internet has changed the nature of
advertising. Now computer science and engineering are set to revolutionize it all over again (MIT).

1.1.2 Engineering Analytics in Computational Advertising

The cooperation between advertisers and service providers, are related to Operations Research and
Financial Engineering issues such as game theory and auction mechanism inside the loop. After
all, from the perspective of the industrial ecosystem, each role can get enough benefits to make
the entire industry chain thrive. The environment here can refer to the user entering a query in
the search engine, or the user reading the web page, or the user watching the movie on a portable
device. If one role gets too many benefits and damages the partners, it will eventually affect the
entire industry, including itself. For example, the search engine’s bidding ranking, the mechanism
of bidding should be scientifically designed. According to game theory, no mechanism constraint
is certainly not optimal. Engineering will act effectively in this industry, it is the beauty of build
end-to-end effective systems, draw insights from raw data sources, imitate step-by-step reasoning
help humans solve puzzles and make logical deductions.
2

1.2 Problem Statement

John Wanamaker (1838-1922) is credited with coining the phrase “Half the money I spend on advertising is wasted; the trouble is I don’t know which half.” How to optimize spending and improve
the return? That is the problem.
Organizations have been handling computational advertising campaigns in the Internet Era usually
using services such as the dominant Google Adwords. Why traditional organization behavior
results in a lack of effectiveness in this domain? This is explained as follows:

Figure 1.1: Marketing Demand Generation Water Fall

1. The very first addressed problem in Advertising is how to target the VALUABLE potential
3

customers. Advertisers would propose survey analysis in the past, and this method last for
a century. An obvious problem is that people do not like surveys – It is understandable that
organizations are willing to pay customers to take surveys in many cases even-though the
answers are sometimes useless.
2. After the survey, an organization needs to generate valuable ads in a given context so they
can start marketing. If the content can easily get customers, then it is effective; if not or
negatively influenced people then the invested resources are wasted - this going against the
lean philosophy. How to generate CORRECT content in an EFFICIENT way to get the most
VALUABLE customers, is very hard to control.
3. Content targeting, to be clear, is a combination of noise. Figure 1.1 shows that only 4% of
total inquiries can become leads, one third of the leads will be frozen before first sales call,
50% or more of the rest will be dead later, and only 20% or less may eventually consider
buying from the business and become customers. In general, if an organization spend 1
million dollar in targeting the correct customer, only $2587.20 out of a million would bring
business directly.
4. Another issue, which is very important and new, is to bid in a smart way and optimize
the total expenditures. In the search auction ranking, assuming that there is no mechanism
constraint and used either open bidding or 1st priced bidding, the second-ranked advertiser
hopes to be slightly higher than the third-place bid, which can reduce the budget and will
not change the ranking of the display. By analogy, the first place hopes to be slightly higher
than the second place, and the third place hopes to be higher than the fourth place. The
final result is that everyone’s bid is close to zero, which actually destroys the model of the
bidding ranking and causes damages to the entire industry. Therefore, the design of the
bidding mechanism is crucial, and the interests of both parties should be fully balanced.

4

5. Computational advertising also involves disciplines such as natural language processing and
machine learning. For example, using natural language processing can better identify the
content of the web page and understand the context so that the "best match" advertisement
can be displayed in combination with the user characteristics. Machine learning is more
about helping to improve this match and constantly tuning the system.

1.3 Research Objectives

Fundamentally, how to solve computational advertising problems effectively just override the traditional knowledge domain. Meanwhile, the engineering methodologies could rise the measurement
accuracy and the modeling can effectively optimize the cost issue. We would define our modeling
in Computational advertising as following:
Computational Advertising is a programmatic interdisciplinary problem. Computational
advertising aims at improving the revenue due to marketing by focusing on the relevance of
user-advertising matching and the bidding model of advertising. Engineering analytics can
help Computational advertising to get higher performance using some of its components such
as deep learning and machine learning. Other areas of Industrial Engineering can support
better computational advertising systems such as Total Quality Management.

1.4 Potential Contributions

This research will build a system combined different optimization topics in computational advertising, which brings solutions help business improving potential customer pool size, auto generate
high quality ads and optimize bid ding process to achieve high return on marketing spending. The
research will contribute a system with different layers combining methodologies in machine learn5

ing, Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs), Convectional Neural Networks (CNNs), Operations Research Methodology such as Game Theory/Auction Theory and Generative adversarial networks,
and traditional industrial engineering methods such as total quality management, logistic regression, A/B testing and etc. The implementation results of this system will be beneficial significantly
to all business organizations needs marketing and advertising.

1.5 Dissertation Synopsys

This dissertation consists of 6 chapters which present the framework of applying engineering analytics in computational advertising, implementations of different engineering analytics methods
such as machine learning, deep learning, statistical analysis in computational advertising system
allocation, and eventually validate the system using real data. This dissertation is based on four
peer reviewed articles published as:

• Chen M, Rabelo L. (2017) “Deadlock-Detection via Reinforcement Learning." Industrial
Engineering & Management 6: 215. doi:10.4172/2169-0316.1000215
• Chen, M., Rabelo, L. (2017). “Programmatic Marketing via Reinforcement Learning". Journal of Business Management & Economics, 5(11), 01- 04. doi:10.15520 /jbme.2017.vol5.
iss11.269.pp01 04
• Chen, M. (2018) “Quality Management in Higher Education Admission System", The Online Journal of Quality in Higher Education - January 2018 Volume 5, Issue 1
• Chen M, Rabelo L (2018) Deep Learning Based Modeling in Computational Advertising: A
Winning Formula. Ind Eng Manage 7: 266. doi:10.4172/2169-0316.1000266

6

The dissertation is arranged as follows:
Chapter 1 is a short overview and background of the situation to be analyzed. It also provides
context and setting of the research.
Chapter 2 presents a fundamental perspective of previous work on engineering analytics, computational advertising such as GSP auction and allocation optimization as well as relevant work in
deep learning.
Chapter 3 proposes an engineering analytics-based framework to improve the performance of computational advertising. This Chapter describes the research methodology.
Chapter 4 introduces several research areas such as audience targeting, text to scene generation
and budget optimization as well as auction optimization.
Chapter 5 presents the validation with an actual case. The results are very encouraging for this new
engineering-analytics framework.
Chapter 6 provides a concrete review for the engineering analytics-based framework for computational advertising. Further research issues and the contributions to the body of knowledge are
presented.
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CHAPTER 2: FUNDAMENTAL LITERATURE REVIEW

The Internet has brought dramatic changes in the life of people. In addition, the Internet has
brought the emergence of new disciplines such as Computational advertising (Andrei Z. Broder
2008). The traditional areas of Industrial Engineering have been joined by some new areas such as
engineering analytics. Computational advertising systems provide a good level of automation as
compared with the introduction of robots in the factories in the early 1970’s. Computational advertising overrides local salesman, branding, radio, phone, and TV. It has become the most effective
and commonly used marketing strategy. Search Engines Marketing, Social Network Marketing
and Digital Mobile Marketing are recognized as the top three growth boosters. Because of the
changes, new optimization systems are needed.
This dissertation focuses on how to optimizing Computational Advertisement from an advertiser’s
perspective using engineering analytics and other traditional Industrial engineering methodologies.
Therefore, this chapter is divided in the following sections:
• Background of Computational Advertising
• Computational Advertising Literature Review
• Engineering Analytics Literature Review
• Gap Analysis
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2.1 Background of Computational Advertising

In 1996, a revolutionary paid search model was introduced by goto.com. Goto.com asked a buyer’s
bid and give a rank by their bidding price. Yahoo! offered a similar system (which bought
goto.com) and the first major provider offered an analytic tool to manage the internet campaign.
Google developed the AdWords program in 2000 and Google analytics in 2005. Google transformed as an effect of that.

Figure 2.1: Internet Advertising Trend Source : PWCGlobal

Google grew from a small start-up into a $180 billion capitalization leader. Google re-launched
AdWords in 2002. Google modified the ranking rules to use click through rate (CTR) multiplied by
cost per click (CPC) instead of just cost per click (Fain and Pedersen, 2006). Google and Yahoo!
run auctions in continuous timing format, if competitor willing to pay more it will displace another
9

advertiser at any time.
An important reason for this fast and wide-spread adoption of the sponsored search advertisement
is its high return on investment (ROI) for advertisers, compared to other marketing methods (Moran
and B. Hunt 2006). The first instances of web advertising date back to 1993 (Aggarwal al. 2006).
In 2012 the search engine industry was expected to grow to 26.5 billion dollars in revenue (Alegria
et al.2012). Sponsored search advertising is a half trillion dollar business and the main revenue
source of Google, Facebook, Bing, Yahoo and Twitter in 2017. Online advertising now is the
largest marketing segment, revenue set to rise to $194.5 billion by 2018.

Figure 2.2: Google Sponsored Search Platform

Application of different engineering methodologies in e-commence can be categorized into the
following three types:

• Recommendation systems (Amazon LLC).
• Ranking systems (Google),
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• Computational Advertising systems such as every platform is currently doing. 95% of
Google and Facebook’s annual revenue is from advertising.

There are three different programmatic advertising buying types:

• Sponsored search advertising buying.
• Branding advertising buying.
• Contextual advertising buying.

Figure 2.3: Internet Advertising Classification

Sponsored search advertising involves three participants: the consumer, the search engine, and the
advertisers. When a potential consumer searches keywords through Google or Bing, companies
pay Google or Bing to have themselves appeared in one specific ranking slot on the landing page.
This process can be described in three steps:

1. Bidding: The advertisers offer Google with keyword ads, bidding prices, and different preferences regarding the interest of potential consumers.
2. Ranking: Google ranks the given ads in a particular context, both respects advertiser preferences and maximizes Google’s profit.
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3. Clicking: potential consumer clicks the ad or ignores it. Such click actions full fill the goal
of advertiser and, consequently, complete the full actions.

Figure 2.4: Internet Advertising Processing Flow from Advertiser’s Perspective

Although the payment process has undergone several incarnations, the conceptual elements of
sponsored search have remained essentially the same (Jansen and Molina, 2006). The process of
sponsored search on the internet involves following elements:

1. Provider. The company or organization buying the sponsored search service. A term of
Provider instead of advertiser is used.
2. Content. Keywords ( phase, exact words, or wide match) or display ads.
3. Bids. Price of the keywords which paid by provider.
4. Search engine. Google/Yahoo/Bing.
5. Review process. Search engine rate the relevant index to provider’s content and targeted
keywords.
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6. Keyword and content index. Following step 5.
7. Google user interface. Search result page displace links.
8. Search engine Bill system. The google bid tracking system monitoring all bids and relevance.
9. Web Searcher. A potential consumer who clicks on a sponsored link.

The three major participants build this whole process along the search flow chart, When multiple
advertisers bid on an exact phrase (this happens quite frequently) this will lead to a higher minimum
and maximum cost. Search engine will set minimum bid on each phrase. Advertisers typically paid
on a cost per click basis, if searchers do not click on a link then there is no cost.
Customers are the most important pillar of a company’s success. Without customers, business has
no prospects for survival. Old fashion marketing usually take surveys or interviews towards current
and potential customers. Facebook provides the very successful lookalike-modeling service in their
advertising product. This helps programmatic advertising buyers targets potential audiences who
are similar to existing customers. In addition, Facebook has made it easy to use and produces
billions of dollars in revenue per year. However, Facebook is successful because it has access to
a great deal of real-person data all over the world. Therefore, they could easily target people by
their like, habits, age, gender, education and all kind of personal information. For business buying
advertising in other platforms such as Google Adwords or Bing search, the buyers have to create
their own lookalike model and there’s a deliberate conundrum about the accuracy.

2.2 Computational Advertising Literature Review

In order to present your ads on a platform, there are certain ways to decided who is the buyer. The
most widely used is auction and this process is called programmatic advertising. We have three
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ways for this:

• 1st price negotiation,
• 1st price auction,
• 2nd price auction;

On the other hand, there is a variety of corresponding pricing models such as flat-rated, costper-mille, cost per-click, cost-per-action, cost-per-lead, cost-per-view, and cost per-complete-view.
The process of creating a bidding can also be either Manual or Automated, and delivery methods
can be either on-the-spot or a forward-contract. The very first original sponsored search auction
style was developed by goto.com. It was a Gen- eralized First-Price (GFP) auction where the
highest bidder wins the top slot and pays the bidding amount, and so forth. While conceptually
straightforward, this auction format led to bidding-war cycles that consumed advertiser time and
diminished search engine profits (Jansen and Mullen, 2008). Google Adwords changed its platform
from 1st price auction to the Generalized Second Price (GSP) auction. You can bid aggressively to
make sure getting the top slot, or less aggressively to keep your competitor paying a certain price.
In this case all advertisers will bid their true value to get the rank.
Platforms such as Adwords, Couble Click, Adside, and Baidu use 2nd price auctions. This research
focus on 2nd priced auctions.
Below are the statistics of major platform all using competition methods such as 2nd priced auction,
1st priced auction or etc. Platforms includes adwords, double click, adside, baidu, and etc. In this
research we will be mainly focus on 2nd priced auction which applied by most platforms.
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Figure 2.5: Statistics of Auction Models and Ad Types from Different Sponsored Search Platforms
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2.2.1 Sponsored Search Advertisement

Sponsored search advertising attracts significant interests since it is responsible for the growth of
the internet business. This online advertising research adds to a quickly growing literature.
The pioneering researches was proposed by Edelman et al. (2007) and Varian (2007), who independently analyzed the generalized second-price (GSP) on equilibria that is used by most search
engines such as Google and Yahoo!. The GSP auction does not have a strictly dominant bidding
strategy, but under intuitive refinements, advertisers with higher expected valuations per click occupy higher ad positions in equilibrium (Zhu, 2011). Feng et al. (2007) and Athey and Ellison
(2008) considered reserve prices and elaborate on optimal auction design. As the issue of fraudulent behaviour in the context of search advertising increases, click fraud and its non-trivial effect
on the distribution of surplus between search engine and advertisers proposed by Wilbur and Zhu
(2008). Relatively, Bhargava et al. (2005) developed shill bidding in auction context where multiple identities can be established by bidders, while it neglects the behavior of consumers, and considerably developed understanding of how to allocate advertising efficiently. Chen and He (2006),
Athey and Ellison (2008) and Xu et al. (2008) studied how biddings are affected by competition
internally.
Chen and He (2006) show how the auction mechanism improves the efficiency of consumer search
and results in possible price dispersions for advertising. Athey and Ellison (2008) further extend
this approach and design the optimal auction. Recently, Even- Dal et al. (2007) examined topics
how to incorporating keywords and the internet searcher in the advertising auction. Feng and Xie
(2007) examined how cost per click (CPC) auctions affect price and advertising’s signalling function. Katona and Sarvary (2010) developed the inter strategy between organic and paid search links
and modelling the advertisers’ optimal choice. Kempe and Mahdian (2007) considered modifying
the position auction for externalities between advertisers at different positions. Chen et al. (2009)
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extend the way of distributing available advertising space among other bidders. The empirical
studies of search advertising markets also rapidly expanded.

Figure 2.6: Sponsored Search Advertisement Literature Review Statistics I

Ghose and Yang (2009) find that conversion rates and click through rate (CTR) significant decrease with a lower position and both current bid price and prior CTR will be account by search
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engines when allocating ad slots. Goldfarb and Tucker (2010) notice that sponsored advertisement
separately across different keywords enable search engines price-discriminate them among advertisers. Rutz and Bucklin (2007) explicate how to obtain information across plenty of keywords and
solve the optimal keyword selection problem. Rutz and Bucklin (2010) prove that consumers favor
to shopping with a generic search and later use a branded search to purchase. Although generic
keywords (e.g., “white house”) are often expensive however there exist spill over effects.
Yao and Mela (2011) practice a structural dynamic Bayesian model toward a search engine. Among
many conclusions, they report that many clickers place a greater weight on the position of the paid
link. They also find that for search engine only a small impact on revenue related to the change
between the first-price auction and second-price auction, but it yields advertisers’ bids that now are
more likely to pay. Goldfarb and Tucker (2011a) present evidence that both targeting advertisement
and obtrusive increase people’s purchase intentions when used alone, but together would negatively
interact. Several recent researches examine similar questions to those.
Goel and Munagala (2009) introduce a mechanism in which the engine requires advertiser list bid
for both cost per thousand impressions (CPM) and CPC. This allows more information transferred
from advertisers and raises the engine’s revenue via construct efficient rankings. The major difference in the Goel and Munagala article is that they introduce a new hybrid auction that requires to
enter two bids, where single-bid auction already in use.
Whereas Nazerzadeh et al. (2008) proposed a cost-per-action (CPA) model in which advertisers
pay per purchase or lead, and CPA bidding is used less frequently than CPC or CPM bidding.
As the advertiser I believe CPM/CPA hybrid advertising auction is more favorable as conversion
rate is more important than click-through rate. Hu (2004) show that performance-based pricing
bidding auction would align both engine’s and advertiser’s incentives. Agarwal et al. (2009)
describe a number of counter-intuitive highlight between CPA auctions and CPC auctions. Jerath
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et al. (2010) analyse competition and resulting clicks between choice of either a pure CPC or a
pure CPM auction. We will be introducing different auction styles as following.

2.2.2 Generalized Second-Price Auction

The Static First Price model was first proposed by Vickrey (Vickrey 1961). In the primary model of
standard first price auction, a group of sealed bids continue being offered by bidders and the highest
wins; the winner pays precisely amount he/she offers. In the static first price auction, a non-truthbidding-strategy lies on the dominant equilibrium ones. Charles Holt (1980) showed that the riskaverse bidders would bid aggressively and this would higher the equilibrium bid amount. Harris
and Raviv (1981), Riley and Samuelson (1981), Maskin and Riley (1984) endorsed this conclusion.
This indicates that when buyers are risk-averse, a seller will certainly favor a first-price-auction
over a second-price-auction. The independent private-value auction model also proved that there
is a strategic sameness between a first-price-auction and a dutch auction (which is also recognizing
as descending-price auction). Economists have also widely studied the common-value-first-price
auctions. Wilson (1969) first acknowledges the likelihood of overbidding, which identified as
‘winner’s curse’, in the common value first-price-auction. It has also been discovered that in the
first-price-auction, performance cannot be guarantee i.e. bidder with low budget may win the target
under specific parametric position.

In a Static-Second-Priced Auction, the winner pays the bid of his imminent competitor. Milgrom
and Weber (1982) regard that in case of one reservation price, the average expected bidding in
second-priced auction would be great than the average expected bids in the first-priced auction. A
second price auction is in fact known as ‘Vickrey auction’. Vickrey (1961) said unlike the firstpriced auction, the powerful strategy in the second-priced auction is bidding truthful. The authors
also proved if there are more than two bidders, this notion of strategic equivalence breaks down.
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Figure 2.7: Sponsored Search Advertisement Literature Review Statistics II

Efficiency is also very popular in the second-priced auction as the bidder with the highest budget
wins. However, in general the expected revenues from the second-priced auction and first-priced
auction are briefly the same – this result is recognized as revenue equivalence theorem. Vickrey
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(1961) first developed the concept of revenue equivalence, Riley and Samuelson (1981) proved it
in a more comprehensive perspective. Krishna (2002) also observed that until the search engine
auction came into market, the Vickrey auction model was more of a theoretical event.
Recent academic literature on search engine keyword auction mainly focus on the static game of
complete info where bidders know other’s valuations. As described by the so–called ‘Folk theorem’, the challenge in identifying the multiple equilibria and providing closed-form solutions are
always the great difficulty for researchers working on asymmetric information auctions. Nevertheless, these existing analyses yield valuable insights. Edelman et al. (2007) paper clearly described
the rules of the Static-Generalized-Second-Priced Auction. Edelman et al. (2007) clearly outline the rules of Static-Generalized-Second-Priced (GSP) auction. Their model uses those rules
along with some constraints for example risk–neutrality of the bidders to build 2 different models
that analyse auctions. They first analysed a static full information simultaneous GSP auction and
then a game of generalized asymmetric information English auction. The paper supposed that all
bidders acknowledge each other’s per–click budget in the static full-information simultaneous auction. In this static set-up the paper described why GSP leads to a more improved bidding strategies
compared to the auction which known as ‘Vickrey–Clarke–Groves’ (VCG) auction. Essentially,
lack of dominant strategy equilibrium in GSP (compared to the truth–telling equilibrium in VCG)
makes the bidding process more challenging. A GSP mechanism even in a static set–up leads to
the multiplicity of equilibrium and only one of those equilibria can give the same payment and
position offered by the VCG mechanism. The authors named this particular equilibrium as ‘Locally envy–free equilibrium’ where advertisers do not have incentive to move up or down from
their current positions. Edelman et al. (2007) used another framework named Generalized English
auction which corresponds to GSP. Typically, compared to the truth–telling equilibrium in VCG
auction, lack of dominant strategy equilibrium (in GSP) makes the bidding rule more challenging.
Varian (2007) obtains results comparable to Edelman et al. (2007). Varian built the Nash-equilibrium
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bids using a more general position auction theory – which is applicable to anything multiple positions auctions when the bidders are fully aware of competitors’ valuations. Varian (2007) obtains
results comparable to Edelman et al. (2007). Varian built the Nash-equilibrium bids using a more
general position auction theory – which is applicable to anything multiple positions auctions when
the bidders are fully aware of competitors’ valuations.

Figure 2.8: Sponsored Search Advertisement Literature Review Statistics III
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Figure 2.9: Revenue Allocation of Generalized Second-Price Auction

2.2.3 Allocation Models and Budget Optimization

Before developing that, let’s take a look at how this GSP auction works. Online Keywords arrives
in a sequentially order. Upon arrival of each keyword, Google must make irrevocable assignment
immediately. Basically this is a dynamic programming problem, as google want to maximize
their volume as well. Secondly, from perspective of all search engines, their goal is to maximize
revenue. G. Nemhauser, L. Wolsey, and M. Fisher.(1978) proposed Worst-case Myopic method,
Mehta, A., Saberi, A., Vazirani, U., & Vazirani, V. (2005). proposed Budget Throttling method,
Devenur, N., & Hayes, T. (2009) proposed the Dual Training method, Castanon, D., & Wohletz,
J. (2012) proposed the Stochastic Fluid method; Godfrey, G., & Powell, W. (2002) proposed ADP
methods in both 2002 and 2011.

The paper found that an efficient equilibrium existence condition between 2 bidders requires the
CTR at the second position is small enough, additionally, Bayes–Nash equilibrium ensures by
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strictly increasing bids. Gomes and Sweeney (2013) claimed the optimization problem is a joint
payoff-maximization problem and found because the bidding function conditionally monotonic
lead to consistently monotonic. When the CTR are close enough, the joint payoff-maximization
problem (welfare-maximization problem) does not yield any solution. i, M. (2014) developed a
mathematical algorithm which can cost-effectively spend limited a budget to increase the spreading
speed. Based on the real cost of one marketing department dated between Jan 1 2015 to Nov 10
2015, we hope to discuss how to utilize social network analysis to optimize the $20,000,000 yearly
marketing budget. Below is the simple optimization model of how Google allocate real time search
results and maximize their revenue.
The influence maximization problem can be formulated as an optimization problem, which is NPcomplete. Chen, W., Lin, T., & Yang, C. (2012) proposed an influence maximization method
which can maximize the expected number of activated nodes within a given time/budget constrain.
Dinh, T., Zhang, H., Nguyen, D., & Tha Katona and Sarvary (2010) found that the equilibrium
bidding in search advertising significantly influenced by CTR. The paper advises that in a dynamic
game set-up, the forward-looking strategy would give the advertisers an advantage. Gomes and
Sweeney (2013) present a precise analysis of optimal bidding strategies in a static GSP auction;
they observed that the existing literature is yet to give the readers a complete analysis of static
incomplete information GSP auction via Bayes–Nash equilibrium.
In the previous statement we simply described how Google Adwords charges advertisers. Basically advertisers submitted a list of keywords, named their price for each keyword. When potential
client searches those keywords on Google, based on the price named for each keyword, Google
rank advertisers with different position. Different position creates different click through rate, different click through rate leads to different volume, different volume brings different sales revenue.
There exists a lot of research on how to offer the bidding revenue however they are all on Google
side: the reason is simple – Google using the non-truth telling generalized second-price auction
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system to determine the final price, and nobody knows what this black box looks like. Here comes
the advertiser’s question, how to spend fewer budgets to get a better position.

Figure 2.10: Sponsored Search Advertisement Literature Review Statistics IV

2.3 Engineering Analytics Literature Review

Engineering analytics is a method of industrial engineering in exploring how to integrating engineering analytic method of machine learning, statistical analysis, big data visualization, descriptive
and predictive analytics to improve the existing data-driven decision-making skills to achieve better business outcomes. It combines expertise in mathematics, physics, and social sciences with
engineering analysis and design. The goal is to design a production system and control method for
the system to make it cost-effective, with a specific level of quality, and such production must be
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carried out under the conditions of ensuring the health and safety of workers and end users. More
and more organizations are turning to engineering analytics to improve operations by identifying
factors and levels that improve quality, predict and reduce equipment failures, increase machine
utilization, reduce production costs, and improve customer service delivery.
2.3.1 Total Quality Management

Quality management is essential for every department in an organization. Most popular quality
concepts are seen with production and process improvements. The marketing strategy analysis remains prominent for any organization or institution in the recent decades with TQM (Total Quality
Management) in practice. Many organizations spend large amounts of their budget on advertisements.
In 2014 the total revenue of advertisements was around 50 billion, per Internet Advertisement Bureau (IAB 2015). With such a budget for the all institutions across industry, the number of leads
that are converted to potential customers remains a pressing issue. ROI (return on investment)
remains low for this kind of marketing strategy spending. As the quality management tools can be
deployed for any department in the organization, we must apply the quality and statistical tools to
optimize the marketing expenditure to experience a better ROI in terms of customer attraction success rate. This can result in enabling continuous improvement in the processes used by educational
institutions.
All departments in the organization must work together to achieve TQM within the organization.
The customer service related groups/departments are a cross functional management of quality,
service and marketing. So long as the service satisfies the customer, the organization can expect to
see an increase in their customer base. In order analyze customer satisfaction, the data available to
the customer service groups must be accurate. The Automatic Identification and Data Capturing
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(AIDC) method of implementation has improved data capturing by reducing errors in the marketing
field (Alan 2006). Service quality management is an imperative factor for customer management,
so the marketing department must own the responsibility of connecting the internal and external
customers of organization says Payne et al (Payne 1991). Payne also states that role of quality
has widened, which can translate to a change in the marketing department’s roles from traditional
views.
In the Internet Age, there are various factors associated to convert a lead into a customer. These
factors are established by the marketing agency to ensure successful advertisement. TQM and
marketing integration is a relatively new concept to benchmark processes for successful TQM
implementation in any organization. The scope of TQM has been greatly identified with little
development which can be used to integrate the process (Longbottom 2000). One of the trending marketing techniques is B2B (Business to Business), where the strategy is obtaining leads
and converting those leads into customers which can be shared with partner or ally organizations.
Most organizations in the manufacturing and service sector have adopted some form of these techniques. Per the 2013 educational marketing groups (EMG 2013) report, the total amount paid for
advertisement from educational institutions was approximately 1.4 billion in the United States.
With excessive resources exhausted strictly on advertising, marketing strategists feel the quality or
ROI on marketing expenses is lower than in previous years. Recent cost cutting measures have also
affected the marketing departments, resulting in requirements to spend less while organizational
management is demanding higher quality leads with the reduced budget available.
To identify the moment of truth, Payne (1991) suggests the use of quality tools like fishbone and
flowcharts. The data for the lead quality management is collected from various sources to analyze
the trend of lead quality for higher education enrollment. This analysis provides the means to check
on how the marketing department can improve enrollment numbers. American Football remains
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a prominent advertising arena, as approximately 100 million people watch football on television
regularly (Barbara 2014). Barbara 2014 shows an increase of 42% in enrollment applications for
a university located in Texas following the weekly football match due to advertising during the
game. With social media advertising and other means of advertisement, reports state that there are
no best practices evaluated for maximizing revenue of educational institution through ROI from
marketing in social media (CASE 2010).
“Get to know the next and final customer” is an essential principle for TQM (Schonberger 1992).
This is an important strategy for customer satisfaction which assists in identifying a potential target.
Identifying the potential customer remains challenging even with arrival of The Internet of Things.
Tools like Google Analytics and internet marketing are great sources which can be used to identify
and target potential customers. Google Analytics and other analytics services are reliable sources
of information for analyzing the customer click usage pattern to identify the CPC (Cost Per Click)
analysis for research purposes (Nakatani 2011 and Hsinchun 2012). The total quality process
can be used to operationalize marketing using tools like QFD. QFD focuses on both the needs
determination and organization wide commitment to achieve the organization’s mission and vision
(O’neal 1992). Universities support causes in view of social responsibility, which are also seen
as strategy of marketing the university called Cause Related Marketing (CRM). A balanced score
card is used to evaluate the performance measurement (Ming 2007).
Previous research on the Search Engine Marketing (SEM) has studied the cost analysis of quality
improvements in SEM. Abou et al, have determined that quality improvements costs 4.7% more
cost as per CPC (Abou et al, 2012). Their research also analyzed the mechanism for pricing
strategy by evaluating Google AdWords. The study concluded that Quality Score (QS) of an ad
plays a major role, along with other factors for pricing strategy and found that the higher the QS,
the lower the costs needed. It also yielded a better position in webpages meaning increased traffic
and visibility for those advertisements. As per Google, a lower quality score of 1/10 increases the
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pricing by 400% and a score of 10/10 decreases the price up to 60%. However, the quality score
(QS) algorithm is kept secret by Google. The forecast trends can be conducted through use of the
Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) forecasting model to predict the admissions
and SEM trends. This forecast can be utilized to decide on the marketing investments in the future.
The ARIMA model can also be used to predict quality of products or services (Onado 1991). For
the performance measure of marketing, ROI, this method is the best in qualitative terms. The
implementation of quality management principles can increase the ROI of product or service.
Educational marketing is an essential tool for managing change (Bonnie 1998). In his article, Bonnie mentions five steps to integrate marketing to respond to the changing trends which allows businesses to remain competitive. This article focuses more on Total Quality concepts by enhancing
accountability for every resource in the organization. Bonnie also states the educational institutions
focus on five concepts which are as follows: competition through mission, mission recognition, research market place, accountability and role for everyone, and managing with strategic objective.
The efforts of TQM and marketing management can be used in conjunction to create Customer
Value (Mahmood 2015).

2.3.2 System Engineering

As a quantitative technology, engineering modeling and system engineering could be summarized
into four aspects: system modeling, system simulation, system analysis and system optimization.
System modeling describes the structure, input-output relationships, and system functions of an actual system using mathematical models. System simulation facilitates changing model parameters
to achieve a variety of scenarios in order to select the optimal solution and design the most reasonable system. System engineering requires the integration of multidisciplinary knowledge and the
collaboration of experts in different fields. The fuzzy sub-collection theory – system theory which
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proposed in the 1960s, and the previously established methodologies such as operations research,
game theory, cybernetics, modern control theory, information theory and related fields of application in the 1970s provides fundamental theory methods, and principles of system engineering.

Figure 2.11: Water Fall Model of System Engineering

In 1952, J. Tingerch proposed a linear stabilization strategy theory for static and stationary economic structures. In 1953, A. Tastin first embraced the idea of automatic control theory to tackle
economic problems. In 1954, A.W. Phillips used the PID (proportional-integral-derivative) control
principle to improve the stability of economic policy. In the mid-1950s, H.A. Simon et al. studied
the optimal control of macroeconomics. In the 1960s, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
professor J. W. Forrest applied system control theory and computer simulation to build a system
of systems dynamics. It is a modeling and simulation method suitable for long-term prediction,
which can be used for preliminary research on complex systems such as society and economy.
In 1965, Romania published the book Economic Control Theory. In 1978, at the 4th International
Conference on Cybernetics and Systems, the relationship between cybernetics and society was discussed and social cybernetics was proposed. The main modeling methods in the economy include
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input-output models, econometric models, system dynamics models, and economic cybernetics
models. As people’s deep understanding of economic laws is still not fully understood, economic
system modeling is still in its infancy. Since the 1970s, people have tried to quantitatively study
and predict major issues such as resources, ecological environment and economic development
models around the world, and constructed a large number of models. J.W. Forrest and D. Meadows presented the famous World Model II and World Model III in 1971 and 1972, respectively.
Since then, scholars from many countries have proposed various world-class system engineering
models, such as survival strategy model, development of new world model, reconstruction of new
order world model, world economic model, and human development goal world model.

2.3.3 Audience Targeting in Machine Learning

Sample selection is an important issue for audience targeting and machine learning can help. For
example, Heckman in 1979 mentioned sample selection bias might not be able to be representative
of a more general population. Kim and Rossi in 1994 indicated that more frequent and higher
spending consumers are more price-sensitive and this can lead to inefficient prediction when apply
models to unrepresented training sample. Similar examples can be found in other fields, including
bioinformatics (Baldi and Brunak, 2001; Borgwardt et al., 2006) and brain-computer interfacing
(Wolpaw et al., 2002; Sugiyama et al., 2007), natural language processing (Sugiyama and Kawanabe, 2012), computer vision (Ueki, Sugiyama and Ihara, 2010), robot control (Sutton and Barto,
1998), and software engineering (Turhan, 2012).
Targeting models in machine learning are often trained based on aggregate data, while data aggregation topic is also very important in forecasting research. Many papers in this literature review
contains different models trained at different levels of aggregation. Andrews, Currim and Leeflang
(2011) predict promotion sells with individual level data and found individual level models does
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not produce more accurate predictions. Foekens, Leeflang, and Wittink (1994), Gupta, Chintagunta, and Kaul (1996), did the same prediction sale forecast as well. Abhishek, Hosanagar, and
Fader (2015) made a comparison on different models established on disaggregate data and daily
sponsored search data that includes ad position variation, and they found aggregate data on daily
basis yields imbalanced estimation.
The accuracy of predictive models decays with lower quality predictors, but the rate of deterioration varies between methods. Tibshirani (1996) and Friedman(2009) both found Lasso-driven
methodologies could adjust the weak predictors by assigning zero weights to these subsets. On the
other hand, Yang and Jin (2006), Xiang (2008) and Bellet(2013) found distance-driven methods
such as Euclidean distance may be more sensitive as weak predictors would produce noise.
Olson et al. (2009) proved that machine learning methods such as logistic regression, decision
trees, and neural networks provides better performance in customer segmentation compare to basic frequency, frequency and monetary analysis; and there exist variation between different data
mining methods when predicting. Stock and Watson (2005) found that models using factor analysis in macroeconomic forecasting could reduce dimensionality and are more accurate than models
which do not apply factor analysis. Wu (2010) indicated Bayesian networks and Naive Bayes
have better performance compare to clustering while making sub-prime loan borrower approval
decisions.
Finally, there also exist very rich literature in machine learning methods for predictions in other
area, Delen (2005) found decision tree (C5) outperformed logistic regression and neural network in
predicting breast cancer survivability. Penny and Chesney (2006) find that neural networks outperformed logistic regression and tree-based classification algorithm (C5) for predicting death after
inury. Tapak (2013) found SVM performances better than discriminant analysis, fuzzy clustering,
logistic regression, neural networks and random forests in predicting diabetes.
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2.3.4 Click Through Rate Prediction in Deep Learning

A lot of different models was proposed to predict the click-through rate in both academia and
industry, which most of those are using machine learning. Basically those can be divided into 3
different types: linear regression, nonlinear and fusion models.Richardson et al. (2007) developed
a logistic regression model to predict the click through rate for searching ads includes numbers,
positions and other features. A decision trees in analyzing the internal correlations among different
features was dig out by Dembczyński et al.(2008) applied and he found the nonlinear relationships
between the target and other supporting factors. A Logistic Regression method predict the clickthrough rate was developed by Chapelle (2014) proposed for Yahoo. A Fusion model combined
logistic regression and decision tree was developed by He et al.(2014) for the advertisement system
of Facebook. Menon et al.(2011) applied a maximum likelihood algorithm to compute the probabilistic model of the click through rate. Because of the business needs most of existing methods
of predicting click through rate do works well and provides somehow satisfied results based on
massive data training.
Meanwhile, Hinton et al.(2006) applied a rapid level-by-level training process in solving Deep
Neural Network connection hardness. Based on this achievement we may train neural network in
a much more faster way. In this paper, we will apply character-level CNN architectures towards
click through rate prediction helping filter out most valuable text ads using TensorFlow.
In the next section we will introduce our research methodology, describe the data and model design
of this experiments, and discuss the targeting variables and the output measure used to train and
evaluate the models.
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2.3.5 Nature Language Processing in Deep Neural Networks

Deep networks are classified as artificial neural networks that are composed by multiple layers. The
four major architectures of deep networks are 1. Un-supervised Pre-trained Networks (UPNs); 2.
Con- volutional Neural Networks (CNNs); 3. Recurrent Neural Networks; 4. Recursive Neural
Net- works ( Adam Gibson, Josh Patterson). Ivaknenko and Lapa in 1965 proposed the earliest
deep learning architecture is composed of multiple layers of non-linear features and it has polynomial activation functions. For Unsupervised Pretrained Networks group, there are three specific
net- work architectures: 1. Autoencoders; 2. Deep Belief Networks (DBNs); 3. Generative adversarial networks (GANs). In this research we will be focusing on Recurrent Neural Networks
(RNN)and Generative adversarial networks (GANs).
Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) is one of members in feed-forward neural networks family.
Feed-forward neural networks are different from other as it has the ability of sending information
over time-steps. Juergen Schmidhuber has an interesting explanation of RNN:
"Recurrent Neural Networks allow for both parallel and sequential computation, and in principle
can compute anything a traditional computer can compute. Unlike traditional computers, however,
Recurrent Neural Networks are similar to the human brain, which is a large feedback network of
connected neurons that somehow can learn to translate a lifelong sensory input stream into a
sequence of useful motor outputs. The brain is a remarkable role model as it can solve many
problems current machines cannot yet solve." Large Recurrent Neural Networks maybe are the
best model for nature language processing.
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2.4 Gap Analysis and Contribution

How to optimize the budget allocation, as well as design the effective bidding algorithm is very important – every advertiser is facing the ad selection, bid selection and need to determine the optimal
bidding under budget constraints. However, most current research is standing by ad demand side
platforms (DSP)’ side such as Google, Bing or Facebook, even those research involves conversion
prediction, click through rate prediction, most of them are trying to help platform maximize their
revenue. Although the key issues of bidding optimization has attract intensive research view but
most efforts failed in building a systematic level strategy optimization. This research formulated an
ecosystem analyzing the whole computational advertising cycle starting from content generation
to click through rate estimate , then bidding under budget constrained , conversion prediction and
eventually back to content generation based on deep learning and machine learning, established
a multi level semi auto optimization problem which could maximizes the profit subject to budget
limits .
Chen (2017, 2018) developed the multistep formulation for auction adjusted based on different
bidding strategy and achieved impressive results. The purpose of this research is helping millions of advertisers in the world who running computational advertising campaigns under a certain
budget, to develop the optimal bidding strategy and max return.
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Figure 2.12: Social Relationship Map of Literature Reviews in Computational Advertising
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Very few researchers willing to spend time in helping advertisers improve their outcomes, (even
though there were a few, all those proposed algorithms are developed via the historical data from
old time and aimed to maximizing the DSP’s revenue instead of the buyer’s (the advertisers’)
return) while this dissertation filled this big gap. This research could eliminate billion dollars
budget waste in computational advertising industry.
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY AND SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

This chapter presents the methodology and the engineering analytics based computational advertising framework and its respective system architecture.

3.1 Research Methodology

This dissertation is trying to solve an ad profit optimization problem in the Computational advertising domain. If someone does not understand the computational advertising, then it is impossible
for they to understand the Internet in depth, because Computational advertising is the majority
income source of the Internet industry all around the world; if someone does not understand how
to calculate in computational advertising, it is hard to understand big data because computational
advertising profit calculation is the earliest application of big data and also the only application
that has achieved scaled revenue so far.

3.1.1 Research Problem and Research Objectives

Just like mentioned previously, half of the budget is wasted – but we don’t know which half. This
research is trying to demonstrate that Wanamaker’s issue can be mitigated as an engineering modeling problem. The return of investment can be measured and optimized approximately. General
objective: Build an effective system to identify factors that affect the conversion rate of certain
computational advertising project and improve the return of investment on Ad budget spending,
also target future customers accurately.
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Figure 3.1: The Research Methodology of Computational Advertising
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1. General objective: Build an effective system to identify factors that affect the conversion
rate of certain computational advertising project and improve the return of investment on Ad
budget spending, also target future customers accurately.
2. Specific objectives:
1. To assess the knowledge, attitude and practice of the research towards audience targeting;
2. To identify barriers and concerns related to content generation and its uptake.
3. To assess the awareness and perception of the study regarding auction optimization.

3.1.2 Literature Supports

Computational advertising has a short but rich history of being used as a tool to help to buy and
sell goods or services. This dissertation collected more than 150 articles in auction theory, position auction, customer targeting, click through rate prediction, sponsored search engine, TQM
management, system engineering, budget optimization and machine learning.

3.1.3 Gap Analysis

After doing the Gap analysis we found there are a lot of research focusing on the platforms’ side,
but very few are in support of the advertisers. We are going to build a new engineering system
in supporting of advertiser’s’ benefits to optimize the outcomes and fill this research gap. This
research is validated by real data and results shows significant performance improvement.
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3.2 Development of Architecture

Oveture Inc. first created the profit model of keyword ad auctions, and later the search engine
(google, Yahoo, bing) completely solved the problem of internet marketing with no customers.
An organization would first determine what digital advertising channels will be chosen. This
decision process will be based on business development plan, previous customers’ info analysis,competitors’ report and eventually decide the certain pipeline. After the very first decision,
advertisers will start purchasing keywords through bidding service from providers such as Facebook or Google adwords or Bing, the ads or promotion information will first to be selected in
the corresponding search ranking order, and released to potential customer on internet. This is
so called the Campaign Setup and implementation. This step requires following supports such as
Ad content design, Landing page creation, Audience Targeting, as well as the bidding price and
budget constrain. Providers will gather campaign data, feedback and results to advertiser, so they
can using these real time data make analysis.
Analysis results will be used to support future decisions, is KPI achieved or not? How can we
improve the current campaign performance? How can we make decisions toward conversion improvement? A simplified process flowchart is described in figure 3.2.

3.2.1 Feasibility Analysis

The keywords bidding system was applied by the search engine once praised as a weapon for the
development of small and medium-sized enterprises, creating a splendid performance in Google,
Facebook, Yahoo, one after another. The Internet Advertising Bureau (2001-2010) and eMarketer
(2011-2015) recorded the share growing trend of advertising spends among six major media methods: newspapers, radio, television, magazines, internet and outdoor.
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Figure 3.2: Process Flowchart of Computational Advertising

From this statistics, we see advertisers used to spent 32.5% of their budgets on newspapers and
only 5.2% on the internet in 2001. Now it is estimated that newspaper percentage dropped to
11.7% and the share on internet advertising grow to 26.4% by end of 2015. In the last 15 years,
internet advertising became the 2nd heaviest factor of all, far from magazines, radios, outdoor and
newspapers. In order to establish a feasibility analysis on apply engineering analytics on com42

putational advertising systems, we need to answer the 6-W questions which are: Who are the
stakeholders; What to be involved; Where is the location; When this would happened; Why
do this research and how to do this research.

• Stakeholders: In computational advertising system, stakeholders can be simplified grouped
into 1. Advertiser; 2. Advertising agency; 3. Media/Content; 4.Platform/Landing page; 5.
Audiences.
• What – We involve artificial intelligence help solving the half budget wasted problem in advertising, and help in ad profit optimization. We plan to work this out from different aspects
such as Bidding Optimization, Content Generation, Audience Targeting, Website/platform
Analysis.
• Where – On internet: Google Adwords, Bing Search, Facebook etc. as well as advertiser’s
own platform
• When – 60 mins per hour, 4 hours per day, 7 days per week, 52 weeks per year
• Why – The system would significantly improved the return on ad spending .
• How – The system will be developing in different aspects using deep learning, machine
learning and statistical analysis based on java-script and python.

3.2.2 Framework Architecture

Any intelligent system is composed of an end-to-end pipeline starting with importing fresh raw
data, reinforce engineer meaningful features to clean, process and apply engineer methodologies
to extract attributes from this data. Our system is built based on same structure.
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Figure 3.3: Stakeholders Relationship Analysis

1. The first phase is data acquisition, which is defined as the process of gathering, filtering, and
cleaning data before the data being stored in the warehouse such as SQL database.
2. Data Processing and integration will be the second phase of transform, normalization and cleaning the raw data for further engineering purposes. This will be the second phase of this system.
This dissertation use Sale-force to storage all marketing data, leads info, and etc. The data processing and integration process will be done with tableau server. This process is very time consuming
and normally taking 40% of total time to finish. It involves with Data understanding, data preparation and data cleaning, feature engineering.
3. Data Modeling portion are the phase of applying different algorithms in addressing problems
that noticed in the execution phase. In chapter 4 this dissertation will apply different modeling
methodologies such as machine learning, deep learning in training data and obtain new values.
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Figure 3.4: Data Acquisition Phase 1

4 & 5. Model execution and deployment Once the models are tested and fully modeled to solve
data related issues, we step into final phases to execute models with new data repeatedly as a cycle.
The performance has to be tested and turning simultaneously so the model can keep updating
according to the business plan.

3.3 Concept and Requirement Development

We involve engineering concept development for computational advertising system in this section.
Those detailed system definitions are presented to stakeholders to understand and apply. It will
help in the very efficient way of expressing the design of the system and establishing the features
of the system.
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Figure 3.5: Data Processing Phase 2

3.3.1 Definition and Purpose of Computational Advertising

1. Participants

• Demand: It can be an advertiser, an agent representing the interests of advertisers, or a buyer
of other technical forms.
• Supply: It can be a media or a platform for realizing other technical forms.
• Audience : It can be the listeners or spectators which are potential customers.

2. Advertising purposes: Advertisers can reach user contacts through the media at a low cost.
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Figure 3.6: Data Modeling Phase 3

The low cost of advertising is in contrast to the dissemination of information activities of those
"personnel", that is, the free ride of media traffic should be more effective than the persuasion
activities done by the market and sales personnel.
3. Brand Awareness: Advertisers hope to use the power of the media to quickly reach a large
number of users in order to promote the brand image and enhance the medium and long-term
purchase rate and profit margin.
4. Direct Response: Advertisers hope that they can use advertising techniques to make customers
complete purchase right away.
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3.3.2 Principle of Advertising Effectiveness

The effectiveness model used to divide the entire information receiving process of an advertising
campaign into three major stages: Selection, Interpretation, and Attitude; and further broken down
into six small stages: exposure, attention, understanding, acceptance, maintenance and decision
making, where each of the two small stages corresponds to a large stage.
Qualitatively speaking, the earlier the stage, the greater it makes contribution of the improvement to the click rate; and the later the stage, the greater it makes contribution of the
improvement to the conversion rate.
1. Exposure phase: This phase refers to the process in which the advertisement is physically
displayed. The effectiveness of this phase is often related to the physical properties of the ad slot,
and there is not much room for optimization through technology. In actual advertising practice, the
effectiveness of exposure often has a much greater impact on the final outcome than other technical
factors.
2. Attention stage: This stage refers to the process by which an audience notices from physical
contact to advertising. So how do we improve the efficiency of the focus phase? The content meets
the user’s interests or needs, which is the basis of the audience orientation. Clearly communicating
the reason of pushing this ad to users is an important direction for the optimization of audiencetargeted advertising.
3. Comprehension stage: The content of the advertisement should be within the specific interest
that the user can understand, which explains how necessary a truly accurate audience orientation
is. Pay attention to setting the understanding threshold that matches the level of attention. In TV
commercials, you can use a short story with a certain plot to promote the brand; In street sign
advertising, the principle of creative production is to express some major market demands; For
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Internet advertising, because the user’s attention is very low, we should focus on a major appeal to
attract the attention of users.
4. Acceptance stage: The audience understands the information conveyed by the advertisement
however it does not necessarily mean that he or she approves the information. The context of the
advertisement also has a great influence on the acceptance of the advertisement.
5. Retention stage: For advertisers who are not only pursuing short-term conversions, of course,
they hope that the information conveyed by the advertisement will leave a long-term memory for
the user to influence his long-term choice.
6. Decision stage: The final effect of successful advertising is to lead users’ behavior conversions.
Although this stage has beyond the business scope of advertising, good advertising can still pave
the way for the improvement of conversion rate.

3.3.3 Technical Characteristics of Computational Advertising

1. Technology and computing orientation: The characteristics of Computational advertising enables audiences targeting, and technology has led to the advertising decisions and transactions in
a computing-driven direction. In addition to audience targeting, due to the existence of a unique
auction-based market in Computational advertising, it is also important to accurately predict and
optimize the effectiveness of advertising. It can be said that there has never been any traditional
form of advertising like Computational advertising, which requires collection of large-scale data,
and is the most efficient and attractive part of online advertising.
2. The measurability of the effect: When Computational advertising ads was first created, the most
praiseworthy thing about this kind of advertising was that it could directly record the performance
of the ads in the form of display and click logs. Of course, we can also use these logs to optimize
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the performance of the ads, which is also a very important methodology for calculating advertising.
3. Standardization of creativity and delivery methods: The driving force for standardization comes
from audience targeting and program buying. Since the demand side is concerned with the crowd
rather than the advertising space, the unification of creative dimensions and the standardization of
some key interfaces are critical.
4. Diversification of media concepts: We can intuitively know that the closer to the demand side
of the media, the traffic it brings will certainly achieve a higher ROI, but the farther away from
the purpose of advertising "leading potential users." Therefore, when we look at Computational
advertising from the demand side, we should pay attention to the cooperation of media of various
natures, and optimize the overall effect from the perspective of integrated marketing.
5. Data-driven delivery decisions. Analogous to the thrust of mechanical engineering in the industrial revolution, the fundamental thrust of Internetization can be written as the in-depth processing
and utilization of data.

3.3.4 Calculation in Advertising

The core issue of computing advertising is to find the most appropriate advertising strategy for a
combination of user and publisher to optimize the overall input-output revenue ratio (ROI). For a
specific forms in advertising , we tend to be proactive in optimizing the return rather than minimize
the investment.
1. CPM (Cost per Mille) billing, which is charging based on thousands of impressions, "mille"
here means Latin "thousands of times". For brand advertising, since the effect and purpose are
sometimes are inconvenient to measurement, and people can consider charging by CPM.
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This method is a standard that the supplier and the demander agree on a thousand impressions.
For brand advertising, since the goal term is for a long period, it is difficult to directly calculate
the click value by analyzing the short-term data, and the click rate is not the only important factor
because of the core requirements is brand awareness.
In this case, it is a reasonable mode for the advertiser control flow rate according to its budget and
charge based on CPM.
2. CPC (Cost per Click) billing, which is charging based on clicks billing. This approach was first
developed in search advertising and is widely used by most performance advertising networks. The
CPC billing method is most beneficial to the advantages of the supply side and the demand side,
and thus is widely accepted in the market. In this way, the estimate of the click rate is given to the
supplier (or the intermediate market), and the estimate of the click value is given to the demand
side, and the demand side informs the market of its valuation by bidding. The large amount of
user data collected by the supplier can accurately estimate the click rate; the conversion effect is
the behavior within the advertiser’s station, and of course their own data analysis system can more
accurately evaluate it.
3. CPS (Cost per Sale) / CPA (Cost per Action) / ROI billing, that is, according to the number
of sales orders, conversion behavior or input-output ratio, and these are some variants of pay-perconversion. This is an extreme situation where the demand side settles only on the basis of the
final conversion income, thus largely avoiding the risk.
In this kind of billing method, in addition to estimating the click rate, the supplier or the intermediate market must estimate the click value to reasonably determine the traffic distribution. There
are two obvious problems with this approach:
First, the conversion behavior is not controlled by the supplier, so it cannot be accurately estimated
and optimized.
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Figure 3.7: Theoretic Concept of Computational Advertising

Only those ad networks that consist of advertisers with similar conversion processes and user experiences are more reasonable to pay for conversions.
Second, there are advertisers who deliberately reduce the conversion rate and earn a large number
of brand exposures at low cost. Therefore, we believe that this method is only suitable for some
vertical advertising networks.
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4. CPT (Cost per Time) billing, which is a specific advertising campaign for large brand advertisers, which gives an advertiser an exclusive way to charges for the exclusive time period. Another
variant of CPT is the carousel CPT, which divides the traffic of an ad slot into multiple rounds
according to the number of times a cookie is touched, and sells it to an advertiser in a number of
rounds. A very common way of selling in the Chinese market.
Although CPT’s exclusive sales have some additional brand effects and window effects, it is not
conducive to the development of audience targeting and program trading, so the proportion will
decline in the long run.
In together, it can be said for effect advertising, the CPC method is most beneficial to the supply
side and the demand side, and thus is widely accepted. The important definitions by Google
Adwords platform which includes CPC, CTR, conversion rate, etc will be used as parameters in
profit calculation.

3.4 Building Engineering Analytics Applications

We will now frame our dissertations as a whole and design this engineering modeling systems in
computational advertising. Generally the system design suppose to meet the following requirements, while our engineering analytics based system model full-fill most of requirements. Based
on theoretical development we described detailed system analytical requirements and system design in figure 3.7 and figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.8: Theoretic Architecture of System Design of Engineering Analytics
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Basically our system full-filled those following feature requirements:
1. Large scale platforms. Systems are usually assembled with hundreds or thousands of parts.
Therefore, system design need to be decomposed into a reasonable multi-level hierarchical structure. Our system architecture includes following five research divisions such as: (1). Data Acquisition, (2). Feature Engineering, (3). Model Engineering, (4). Model Execution,(5). Model
Deployment. While the Model Engineering phase include following methodologies which will be
discussed in chapter 4:

• TQM Management subdivision in control of web engineering to improving the conversion
rate.
• Machine learning based customer seed subdivision in extracting look like model.
• Content Generation subdivision in generate content based on targeting.
• Click through rate estimation subdivision in estimate CTR.
• Bidding Optimization Subdivision in applying GANs optimizing ad profit.

Those different research methodologies connected like flat networks effecting each-other and performing this optimization system, and show in figure 3.7 as the theoretic architecture design.
2. Numerous factors. Systems also involves many external factors such as society, politics, economy and environment. Different numerous factors such as media quality, traffic volume, etc.
3. Technology is complicated. Building a system requires scientific and technical specialists from
different industries to work together, involving thousands of units to be assembled and run as one
piece. We apply deep learning, machine learning, quality management, etc in tech support. 4.
Long development term. Generally, large-scale engineering projects take several years, ten years,
or even decades to complete.
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5. The investment amount are large. The development cost normally as high as hundred million
dollars or even billions. These characteristics fully demonstrate that large engineering projects
need to use systems engineering methods for coordination, control, planning, organization and
management.

3.5 Validation and Conclusion

Performance validation is shown in chapter 5 and 6. Based on Deep Neural Network, Machine
Learning, Linear Programming and 5 years Hands-on working experience in programmatic advertising, an engineering system has been successfully developed and improved key performance
indicators of computational advertising business by more than 60%. This dissertation consists of a
couple published studies by the author who developed a state-of-the-art artificial intelligence system in this research domain,and transformed the current industrial domain into an advanced semiauto-learning stage. Different from others, this ecosystem delivered significant revenue increases
in real business and the system could be widely applied in different industries. This research is
supported by a $30 million business project.
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Figure 3.9: Engineering Analytics Based Computatioal Advertising System Design
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CHAPTER 4: ENGINEERING ANALYTICS INFRASTRUCTURE
DEVELOPMENT

Chapter 4 will cover the development and implementation of the engineering methodologies of
this dissertation. This chapter is the engineering modeling phase of the computational advertising
system and will be processed into several subdivisions (five functional elements). Each element
will be validated with real-world data. This chapter is established with 5 sections:

Figure 4.1: Flow chart of Engineering Analytics Based Computatioal Advertising Development
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1. Machine Learning Customer Personas: Engineering Analytics Methodology: Support Vector
Machines and etc.
2. Text Generation : Engineering Analytics Methodology: Deep Learning (Recurrent Neural
Networks (RNNs)) and etc.
3. Click through rate estimation : Engineering Analytics Methodology: Deep Learning (Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs)) and etc.
4. Bid optimization :Operations Research Methodology: Game Theory/Auction Theory, Generative adversarial network (GANs)
5. Web Engineering: Traditional Industrial Engineering: Total Quality Management.

There is a flow process required in order to create content, advertisers need to prepare some keywords as the match description for the ad searching purpose: the input to the model is some
keywords and the output results is the conversion. For example, assuming we are the advertiser
and this is a flower store, based on that background the matching keywords of the advertisement
are: "best flowers" and "cheap flowers". In this input, we want to generate a certain number of
keywords or sentences so customers can find us. In addition, it is also reasonable to enter a long
sentence. For example: "This weekend, the white roses are only 99 cents, and also free shipping".
According to this sentence, a certain number of statements that differ in expression but have similar
meanings must be rewritten, and this is called content creation.
Once the content has been finished, we have to select the best ads for marketing purpose. How
to effectively pick up the most valuable keywords is an interesting topic. We decided to estimate
the click-through rate of contents using character level RNN and CNN models for both content
generation and click through rate estimation.
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Bidding is a very import process in the whole system design. It is the trigger of a budget to be
spent. Models using Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) can be used to simulate a suboptimal heuristic method.
The last part is web engineering. Once a consumer has clicked the ads and transferred to the website, design, quality, and content of the website will eventually drive the final sale. Web engineering
methods to improve the final sale (i.e., conversion rate) is used in this research study.
To sum up, an advertiser hopes to spend less budget, target more customers, and make more profit.
This chapter will build an engineering analytics system and show how to make this happens.

4.1 Machine Learning the Customer Personas

Targeting the correct customers is critical. Once advertisers find potential customers, advertisers
would like to know who of those potential customers can offer the most suitable offer at the right
time. There are ways to visualize your perfect customers using deep learning. Therefore, using
deep learning is possible to develop a mechanism to target and attract the most valuable customers
and get to know what they want before you start selling (i.e., predictive analytics).
Personas are a concrete representation of target users. Customer Personas carrie out two business
goals: first, it could help accurately understand existing users; second, it could help targeting new
users with similar features.

4.1.1 Define the Customer Personas

Inappropriate targeting will lead to the waste of marketing budget. Deep learning can be used to
create audience targeting models. These models can be tested with real data in order to validate:
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Figure 4.2: Flow Chart of Methodology
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• “Who is the user?” (User Portrait and Features)
• Existing Customer - who is my existing customer, what they like, what’s their spending
habits, which customers are the most valuable ones, etc.
• Prospect Customer - Where are my potential customers, what they like, what channels they
get, what’s the cost of getting the customer, etc.
• “Where does the user come from?” (user source channel and effect)
• “Why is the user going and how can we remarketing”

User portraits are a tagged user model abstracted from information/data such as user social attributes, lifestyle habits, and consumer behavior. The core task of constructing user portraits is
to label users with “tags”— using data to describe people’s behaviors and characteristics, and to
express one from different dimensions with highly refined feature identifiers (tags) that are analyzed by user information. People are mathematical models of users in the real world and are the
cornerstone of data strategy. From a data structure perspective, the user portrait is a (user, tag list)
binary group.

4.1.2 Support Vector Machine

Our first step is applied different machine learning methodologies toward the sample data and
predicting the out come as accurate as possible. If data still obscurities after finishing fundamental process, we have to go back redo the cleaning & transformation process. If models passed
evaluation we apply new incoming data to update the existing models.The methodologies we applied here could be either supervised learning or unsupervised learning really depending on what
kind of data we have: for supervised learning we will apply Support Vector Machine, Logistic
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Regression, Deep-nets, Fusion, or Time series; for Unsupervised learning could be clustering or
associations. This step will help us create customer seed groups based on existing data. For example after the process we may find from previous customer information, customers from specific
age group, household income, hair color, reading preference or zipcode are more willing to purchase, or even-more, customers searched some topics are more likely to purchase. Those different
attributions will bring us different level of targeting purpose and will make future marketing much
more efficient.
Assuming that we have n labeled data (x1 , y1 ), . . . , (xn , yn ) with labels yi ∈ {1, −1}. Here we need
to find the hyperplane < m, x > +b = 0 (i.e. with parameters (m, b) ) to satisfy three following
conditions as:
1. The scale of (m, b) is fixed so plane is in the canonical position with respect to {x1 , x2 , . . . , xn }.
for example:
min | < m, xi > +b| = 1
i≤n

Parameters (m, b) of the plane departs the +1’s from the the −1’s for example,

for all i ≤ n → yi (< m, xi > +b) ≥ 0

2. The maximum margin of the plane is ρ = 1/|m|. for example minimum |m|2 .
There may or may not exist a separating plane for the data we observed. If we assume the data is
linearly separable and the general case later will be discussed. Clearly if combine case 1 and case
2 into one condition:
for all i ≤ n → yi (< m, xi > +b) ≥ 1
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Thus, the optimization problem need to be solved as:

1
minimize |m|2
2
while subject to overall m ∈ Rd and b ∈ R,

for all i ≤ n → yi (< m, xi > +b) − 1 ≥ 0.

As a simple quadratic programming problem, the complexity O(n3 ) algorithms are ready for solving this. For example Interior Point algorithms a.k.a the Karmarkar algorithm for linear programming can be used here. As long as n and d are not too large.

4.1.2.1 KKT-Theory

The special case of this problem of minimizing a convex function f (x) subject to n inequality
constraints C j (x) ≥ 0 for j = 1, 2, . . . , n where the functions c j are also convex. We may call this
problem CO. In this case x = (m, b) ∈ Rd+1 and all constraints are linear in the unknowns x. We
involve the so called Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions to solve those convex optimization problems:
Theorem (KKT-Conditions)

Convex optimization problem can be solved by xe
if and only if there exists
e
λ = (e
λ1 , . . . , e
λn ) ≥ 0
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(e
x, e
λ ) is the saddle point of vector of non-negative Lagrangean multiplier,
n

L(x, λ ) = f (x) − ∑ λ jC j (x).
j=1

i.e., for all x and for all λ ≥ 0 we have,

L(e
x, λ ) ≤ L(e
x, e
λ ) ≤ L(x, e
λ ).

And thus the minimizer of L(x, λ ) over x will have to make C j (x) ≥ 0. On the other hand if
C j (x) > 0 then it is best to take λ j = 0 to maximize L(x, λ ) as a function of λ . It is possible to
show that, the saddle point condition is equivalent to,

max min L(x, λ ) = L(e
x, e
λ ) = min max L(x, λ ).
x

λ ≥0

λ ≥0

x

4.1.2.2 The Dual

As characterization min max = max min as the saddle point of the Lagrangean L provides the dual
alternative method in finding solutions of the Convex Optimization problem . One can maximize
W (λ ) equivalently instead of minimizing f (x) subject to the C j (x) ≥ 0 constraints as:

W (λ ) = min L(x, λ )
x

subject to the constraint of λ ≥ 0 and this is an alternative to the same saddle point of L.
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4.1.3 The Experimental Dataset and the Evaluation Criteria

The data set we applied in this model is from a Private university in US. We collected enrollment of
university between Jan 2017 - June 2018, data includes all enrolled students’ info, Google adwords
marketing data (leads, searched keywords,cost, etc) during the same time. we first applied machine
learning methodologies toward the enrollment data set and trying to train customer seeds group.
The objective field will be student enrollment status and we got pretty decent model results after
evaluations, with high AUC, High accuracy, no matter from logistic regression, decision tree or
deepnets.

Figure 4.3: Feature Importance Ranking I

We select just one evaluation as example showing as follow. The next step will be evaluating
the importance of different subjects. We may weight the importance of subjects and can create
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customer seeds from different weight based on different groups.

Figure 4.4: Feature Importance Ranking II

Figure 4.5: Feature Importance Ranking III

Based on the importance analysis we found green group plays as most important factor in predicting enrollment status, yellow group plays as medium important role and the red group may not
effective the decision.
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Figure 4.6: Example results of AUC Score

4.2 Text Generation using Character-Level Language Models

After we successfully created valuable customer seeds group, we will be applying Recurrent Neural
Networks and Markovify in generating new effective contents for audience targeting purpose. The
reason is we want to target customer based on the keyword they searched on Google adwords or
Bing . We will explain RNN first then Markovify.
First, language is the foundation of nature language processing. And main idea is find out the

probability distribution P given by previous words and hidden layers and predict future possible
out comes. For example if offered keywords ’ in florida ucf’ and use this to predict next 100 words.
The model we use to predict probability based on givenx1 , x2 ... is p(xt+1)=v j |xt ,....,x1 ) and the model
is: ht is the hidden layer at time t, et is the input layer, which is the word vector obtained by the
action of one-hot vector xt and L, H is the hidden layer transformation matrix, I is the input layer
word representation matrix, U Is the output layer word representation matrix, b1, b2 are biases,
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these are the parameters we need to train. We apply cross-entropy loss to minimize the loss and
calculate the perplexity to measure the model.

For J, find the partial derivative of each parameter at time t: Next, use Adam potimizer to train the
model and get the parameters with the lowest loss. Then use the trained model to generate text.

1. A total number of iterations should max epoch times,
2. Each time we input the training data, train the model, and get the perplexity value,
3. Then select the smallest valid perplexity and save the corresponding weights,
4. Use the model to act on the initial text of the input to generate the following words.

Textgenrnn which developed by Max Woolf, is a very effective RNN model that have been widely
used in many nature language processing tasks. Unlike Markovify, Textgenrnn do not use limited
size of context, while information could cycle inside those networks until get enough outcome.For
short term adwords content/keywords generation: Assuming we have a network with an input layer
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x, context layer or hidden layer s and the output layer y. The input to the network in time t is x(t),
output is y(t), and s(t)is state of the hidden layer. We compute hidden and output layers as follows:
s(0) can be set as very small variable such as 0.1, s(t+1) is a copy of s(t) in next time steps. Output
layer y(t) represents probability distribution of next word given previous word w(t) and context s(t1). At each training step, error vector is computed and updated with the standard back propagation
algorithm:
where desired is a vector using 1-of-N coding representing the word that should have been predicted in a particular context and y(t) is the actual output from the network. And in order to
performance improvement, we combine all text/words which less occurred in the training text into
a special rare token. and chose Word-probabilities computed as:
We applied textgenrnn model in this section which takes in an input of up to 40 characters, converts
each character to a 100-D character embedding vector, and feeds those into a 128-cell long-short70

Figure 4.7: Script sample of Content Generation

term-memory (LSTM) recurrent layer. That output is mapped to probabilities for up to 394 different characters that they are the next character in the sequence, including uppercase characters,
lowercase, punctuation, and emoji. (if training a new model on a new dataset, all of the numeric
parameters above can be configured) Markovify is another method to predict words. Mathematically speaking, the Markovify provides huge article data sets which full fill conditional probability
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distribution calculation of the next state words prediction which depends on the current word.
Basically Markovify needs tons of previous sentence to train, and it will provides more specific
reasonable generation. While RNN doesn’t rely on the dataset but less readable. When to use
which tool to generate content really depends on your aim.
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Figure 4.8: Topic Generation via RNN LSTM

4.2.1 The Experimental Dataset and the Evaluation Criteria

We then applied Recurrent Neural Networks generate text content for searching purpose.
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Figure 4.9: Topic Modeling of Generated Content

4.3 Click Through Rate Prediction

The last step will be using character-level CNN predicting Click-Through Rate on topic purpose.
We combined predicted click through rate and new generated content, setting the new bidding price
on google adwords and test for 30 days.
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Figure 4.10: Flow Chart of Character-level CNN for CTR Prediction

Once we finished with content generation and find those words are good to be applied towards
bidding, we have to estimate the click through rate in order to choose specific bidding price for each
group. There are many ways to predict Click through rate and we will apply the Character-level
CNN in click-through rate prediction. The reason we use this CNN based prediction instead of
logistical regression or maximum likelihood is because our content are specific WORDS. Another
methods to predict CTR based on WORD level is using Latent Dirichlet allocation model.
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Our deep character -level networks process text as a series of characters, this model need zero of
pre-knowledge of words, semantic or syntactic structures of any language.
We proposed a 5–layers character level Convolution Neural Networks with two pooling layers
and two dropout layers under probability at 0.4, and ends with a sigmoid function. We have
generated 42,868 keywords and used to predict CTR from bidding purpose. The model was trained
to minimize the loss of squared errors between ground truth and predicted Click through rates.

4.3.1 The Experimental Dataset and the Evaluation Criteria

We have presented a novel mechanism for computational advertising as the buyers side. It is based
on machine learning, deep neural network which is known to improve the training of computational
advertising systems, also we applied this deep learning based model toward real practice and good
results are presented.
This system model is proven to be useful in sponsored search marketing platform and theoretically
could be applied toward other area such as social marketing, affiliate marketing, etc. Further study
could focus on different content generation other than just text. The results shows very significant
improvement as above.

4.4 Advertising Profit Optimization using GANs

A popular saying illustrating how difficult to qualify the response to advertising is attributed to
Wanamaker: "Half the money I spend on advertising is wasted; the trouble is I don’t know which
half." (The Economist, 2006). This research is trying to demonstrate that Wanamaker’s issue can
be mitigated in Internet advertising. The return of investment may be measured and optimized
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approximately.
Because of technology revolution, computational advertising is turning out to be more measurable
and profitable, and now the internet marketing comes to be the most favorable methods business
willing to apply. Since Oveture first created and applied the profit model of keyword ad auctions,
the search engine completely solved the problem of only users without customers.
After the company purchases a certain number of keywords after purchasing the bidding service,
its promotion information will be the first to be selected in the corresponding search results of netizens. For every potential customer visit, the company pays a minimum of 3 cents for this purpose.
The advantage of the auction ranking is that the companies participating in the auction ranking
achieve the effect of “letting customers find you” by placing their information on a prominent
page. The search engine realizes the natural diversion of customers, creates an interaction between
customers and enterprises, gets rid of the one-to-many form of traditional TV and newspaper advertisements, and more specifically promotes their products to customers in need. At the same
time, the price of the auction ranking is cheaper than the prime time of the TV and the prominent
layout of the newspaper. With the development of the network and the increase in the number
of Internet users, more SMEs recognize the importance of the network for self-development and
begin to participate in the auction ranking. The bidding ranking system was applied to the search
engine once praised by the industry as a weapon for the development of small and medium-sized
enterprises, creating a brilliant performance including google facebook one after another. The Internet Advertising Bureau (2001-2010) and eMarketer (2011-2015) recorded the share changing
trend of advertising spends among six media major methods: newspapers, radio, television, magazines, internet and outdoor. From this statistics, we see advertisers used to spent 32.5% of their
budgets on news papers, only 5.2% on internet in 2001, and it is now estimated that newspaper
percentage drop to 11.7% and the share on internet advertising grow to 26.4% by 2015. In last 15
years, culture changed and now the internet advertising became the 2nd heaviest factor of all, far
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from magazines , radios, outdoor and newspapers.
In this case, we involve artificial intelligence help solving this profit optimization problem, and the
method we applied is Self-play based Deep reinforcement learning.

4.4.1 Research Methodology

We present a value function approximation for time aggregated dynamic programming based on
separable piecewise linear concave architecture. Upon arrival of different keywords, assignment
is determined via follow model, search engine use this value function approximation to make
assignment decisions for each individual arrival. Theoretically the higher predicted click through
rate you have, the lower price you be charged.

4.4.1.1 How search engines make money

Ad auction model applied by search engines( Google, Bing, as well as Facebook, Amazon) are basically have same structure, which is the second priced seal bidding model. Advertiser bids for slot
based on bidding price, quality of the keywords they provided ( click trough rate and etc). All businesses want to maximize their revenue, as well as search engine companies. The expected revenue
of a search engine is Excepted(Revenue) = Expected(PriceperClick)∗Excepted(Numbero fClicks)
To maximize the revenue, search engine needs to
1. Maximize the price per click;
2 Maximize the number of clicks.
Now let’s take a look at how google maximize the price per click, and how to maximize the
number of clicks. Assume we have advertisers as a = 1, 2, ...A and slots as s = 1, 2, 3, and 3 < A;
We index (va , ba , pa ) as (Value, Bid, Priceperclick) for some specific keywords of advertiser a.
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Table 4.1: Auction Ranking Model in Computational Advertising
Auction Ranking Model in Computational Advertising
Advertiser Bidding Price Click through Rate Ranking Position Slot
a1
$2
7
14
Position 3
a2
$4
9
36
Position 1
a3
$3
6
18
Position 2
a4
$1
6
6
(No-Position)

Paid Price
P = 6/7= 0.856
P =18 /9 =2.0
P =14/6 =2,333
(No-Payment)

We also assume the CTR(click through rate) for a in slot s as CT R( as) which equal to ad effect Ea
times position effect Xs .
Search engine will tag every advertiser’s keywords by Ranking = Biddingprice ba ∗CT Ra and rank
advertisers based on their ranking index. The price actually paid is less than bidding price, which
the actually price Pa = Ranking Indexa+1 /Click through ratea
The tricky thing here is :1. it is a sealed bidding; 2, It is not truth telling. As advertiser, you don’t
know what your competitor’s bidding price, and in order to determine your price, you can either
bid greedy to get highest position, or estimate your click through rate to estimate a price so people
may see your ads.

4.4.1.2 Advertiser’s Perspective

Now let’s consider this from advertiser’s perspective. Advertiser pay money to advertise, so people
can purchase item or service from them, and eventually bring them profit. Everyone wants to
maximize their return, which is, we can say, advertisers want to maximize their returns and here
we name this return, or surplus as Ad Profit. Given a cost curve, advertisers will figure out the
profit-maximizing number of clicks, which brings most sales, is the point where the value equals
marginal cost, just as in conventional price theory.
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Proposition 1 : Ad Profit = Total Revenue - Ad Cost

• Leads : Li , ∀i = 1...n
• Cost : Ci , ∀i = 1...n
• CostPerClick : CPCi = Cost/Clicks, ∀i = 1...n :
• ConversionRate : CV Ri = Leads/Clicks, ∀i = 1...n
• ActivateRate : Ai = Number o f Purchase/Number o f Leads, ∀i = 1...n
• CostPerLead : CPLi = Ci /Li , ∀i = 1...n
• Revenue : Ri = Li ∗ Ai ∗ Price, ∀i = 1...n

We have Ad Pro f it = Revenue −Cost
= Ri −Ci
= Li ∗ Ai ∗ Price −CPLi ∗ Li
= Li (Ai ∗ Price −CPLi )
i
h
∗Price
−
1
= CPLi ∗ Li ∗ AiCPL
ii
h
∗Price
−1
= Ci ∗ AiCPL
i
In this case:

1. If

Ai ∗Price
CPLi

= 1 we achieved the break even where pro f it = 0;

2. if

Ai ∗Price
CPLi

> 1 pro f it is positive

3. if

Ai ∗Price
CPLi

< 1 pro f it is negative

Where the CostPerLead :
CPCi
Click
1
Cost
CPLi = Ci /Li = Cost/Leads = Click
∗ Leads
= CPCi ∗ Conversion
Rate = CV Ri , ∀i = 1...n
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Ad Pro f it = Ci ∗

h

Ai ∗Price
CPLi

i
h
i
Ri
− 1 = Ci ∗ Ai ∗Price∗CV
−
1
CPCi

In order to maximize the AdProfit, advertisers have to control the CPCi while increase the CV Ri .
While CVR is strong correlated to Total clicks, which we discussed in chapter 3 & 4. Then we
can say, to maximize the Ad profit, as an advertiser we need to maximize the total clicks, while
minimize the CPC, which is spend as efficient as possible and get as much clicks as possible.
Proposition 2 : The optimal bidding is linear to the estimated profit.
Under the 2nd-priced bidding, we assume winning W (bidding) at bidding price b is influenced by
the bidding price b as well as the market price pm , which is

Z b

W (b) =
0

pm (m)dm

If wins the auction under market price z, then we estimate the expected cost C(b) as

Rb

mpm (m)dx
C(b) = R0 b
0 pm (m)dx
As our target is maximize the profit of advertisers under certain bidding function b(conversion rate)
and utility function u(conversion rate), we can formulate this optimization problem under budget
constrain as :

n Z

Maxb() Total ∑

i=1 rate

n

s.t. ∑ Total
i=1

[U(rate) −C(b(rate))]w(b(rate))pr (rate)d(rate)

Z
rate

C(b(rate))w(b(rate))pr (rate)d(rate) = BUDGET
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And the Lagrangian of the optimization is

L (b(rate), λ ) =

−λ

Z
rate

[U(rate) −C(b(rate))]w(b(rate))pr (rate)d(rate)

Z
rate

C(b(rate))w(b(rate))pr (rate)d(rate) + λ

Budget
Total

whereλ is the Lagrangian multiplier. And the Euler-Lagrangian condition of b(rate) is

∂ L (b(rate), λ )
=0
∂ b(rate)
which can be written as
⇒0=

∂ L (b(rate), λ )
∂ b(rate)

∂C(b(rate))
∂ w(b(rate))
⇒ 0 = U(rate)prate (rate) ∂ w(b(rate))
∂ b(rate) −(λ +1)prate (rate)[ ∂ b(rate) w(b(rate)+C(b(rate) ∂ b(rate) ]

⇒ (λ +1)prate (rate)

∂ w(b(rate))
∂C(b(rate))
w(b(rate) = [U(rate)−(λ +1)C(b(rate)]prate (rate)
]
∂ b(rate)
∂ b(rate)

Since
∂C(b(rate)) pm (b(rate))[b(rate) 0b pm (m)dm −
=
∂ b(rate)
(w(b(rate)))2
R

Rb
0

mpm (m)dm]

and
∂ w(b(rate))
= pm (b(rate))
∂ b(rate)
we can derive the Euler-Lagrangian as

(λ + 1)b(rate) = U(rate) −→ b(rate) =
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U(rate)
(λ + 1)

Proposition 3 : The optimal bidding price is increasing if total number of advertisers increases.
U(rate) here is the utility function, and we adopt the utility function as

U(rate) = Value per Click ∗Click T hrough Rate = v ∗ r

so we have
b(rate) =

vr
U(rate)
=
(λ + 1)
(λ + 1)

let’s assuming the bidding price is based on a corresponding value σ related to click through rate
r, then the Lagrangian function
L (b(rate), λ ) =
Budget
=λ
+
Total

Z
r

Z
rate

[U(rate) −C(b(rate))]w(b(rate))pr (rate)d(rate)

U(r)w(b(r))pr (r)d(r) − (λ + 1) +

Z
r

C(b(r))w(b(r))pr (r)d(r)

Let’s take the gradient of λ and σ as that:

∂ L (σ , λ ) ∂ L (σ , λ )
=
= 0 |σ =rate = 0
∂λ
∂σ
Budget
⇒
=
Total
Budget
⇒
=
Total
⇒

Budget
=
Total

Z Z b(r)
r

0

Z Z b(r)

m(n − 1)Fr (

Budget
⇒
=
Total
⇒

Total

0

r

Z Z r
r

0

Z Z b(r)
r

0

mpm (m)dm ∗ pr d(r)

m(n − 1)Fb (m)n−2 pm (m)d(m)pr (r)d(r)
(λ + 1)m n−2 (λ + 1)m (λ + 1)m
) pr (
)
d(m)pr (r)d(r)
v
v
v

vt
(n − 1)Fr (t)n−2 pr (t)d(t)pr (r)d(r)
λ +1

Budget
v
b(r)
=
=
n−2 p (t)d(t)p (r)d(r)
λ +1
r
r
r
0 t(n − 1)Fr (t)

R Rr
r
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if pr (r) = 1, Fr (r) = r we have:

b(r) =

vr
Budget ∗ r
Budget ∗ r
v
=
=R 0
=
0
R
R
0
r (n−1) tn
r
λ + 1 Total
λ +1
n−2 d(t)d(r 0 )
rt 0 t(n − 1)t
0
n r d(r )
=

B(r).n(n + 1)
Total(n − 1)

In this case we noticed the bidding function is linear with the Budget/Total, as well as the number
of bidders.

4.4.1.3 Generative Adversarial Networks

Generative adversarial network (GAN) is inspired by game theory: assuming we have two models, a generator keep simulating fake data and a discriminator keep figure out the fake data, which
these two are competing with each other. The purpose of the generator training is to maximize
the probability that the discriminator will make a mistake, and the discriminator’s training process
is to minimize the probability of making mistakes. So there is a minimax game in this process.
Among all possible G and D functions, there is a unique equilibrium solution. That is, the generated model can generate the same data distribution of the training samples, and the probability of
discriminating the model at this time is 50%. To develop a GANS model we should follow steps
as below:
1. We define a discriminator to distinguish fake or real data. so we have Ex∼pdata (x) Log(D(x))
while E is the expected value. If we maximize the expected value we can maximize the accuracy
of discriminator while D(x) = 1 if x ∼ pdata (x).
2. We define a generator to simulate fake data. so we have Ez∼pz (z) Log(1 − D(G(z))). if we want
to maximizing this formula we have to make D(G(z)) ≈ 0
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so to sum those 2 together let us maximize the Expected value as maximize following value function:
Value(G, D) := Ex∼pdata (x) Log(D(x)) + Ez∼pz (z) Log(1 − D(G(z)))
which can be simplified as D∗G = argmaxxV (G, D) as a minmax problem:
⇒ min max V (G, D) = Ex∼pdata (x) [Log(D(x))] + Ez∼pz (z) [Log(1 − D(G(z)))]
G

D

Z

=
x

Z

pdata (x)LogD(x)dx +

z

pz (z)Log(1 − D(G(z)))dx

For discriminator we want to max the above function to improve the accuracy, for generator we
want to minimize the function we can simulate the most reliable data. This problem have a optimal
solution which is px∼G = px∼Data , which is

Ex∼pdata (x) [Log(D(x))] = Ez∼pz (z) [Log(1 − D(G(z)))]
whereD∗G =

1
pdata
=
pdata + pG 2

4.4.2 Modeling Process

We applied following process towards real bidding data from Google adwords.

• The principle: we want to maximize the revenue while minimize the cost, however the
advertisers can only adjust 3 items: the bid, budget and weight. As the sql database inside
is not attached by API and can not yet query the correspondence relations between bid and
revenue , I temporarily use real Cost per click to approximate as a bid, then find CPC and
Ad profit. The Click through rate estimation will be approached as weight parameter.
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• Data: Extract the relation between CPC and Ad profit, and the relation between CPC and
loss profit.
• Algorithm: The GAN algorithm is applied to generate the bidg price corresponding to the
profit profit and the bidl corresponding to the loss profit. The bid is generated in the range
of 0.05-3.
• The bid automatic price adjustment rules If bidg − bidl > 0, then the current bid should
be adjusted to the range: bid + bidg − bidl . If bidg − bidl < 0, then the current bid should be
adjusted to the range: bid − bidg + bidl .
• Model source code and model deployment: Here comes another model which is estimate
the weight. Theoretically, we should give more weight to keywords which have a high
conversion value. When calculating the conversion value, I used the clicks brings revenue
divide by the clicks brings cost, and then used the GAN algorithm to continuously simulate
relation between weight and the conversion rate. Simply said, we are trying to maximizing
the click through rate that brings revenue, and minimizes the total cost. The rest of the work
is the same as above. These two auction and weight models take 23 hours and 19 hours
respectively, which is calculated after all profit data and all loss data are entered. The next
step is to combine the bid, budget and weight together.
• Calculation and update bidding steps for automatic price adjustment:
1. After receiving the bidding data every day, importing the data and run the 2 programs.
2. The price of good minus the price of the bad corresponding to the trigger which is the
bid range that needs to be adjusted every day, and then update the bid price according
to the automatic price adjustment rules.
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Table 4.2: TQM Based Chapter Distribution.
Chapter distribution of Total Quality Management in Computational Advertising
TQM
SECTION Notes
Quality
Chapter 3 Ads Quality, Website Quality, Landing
Page Quality
Team Work
Chapter 5 Campaign setup and implementation like
bidding.
Targeting the right customer
Chapter 3,4 Audience targeting, Customer Analysis.
Education Work
Chapter 3,4 Update existing knowledge
Dependence on Statistical Data
Chapter 4 Machine Learning, Deep Learning, Linear
Programming
Constant Development and Recovery Chapter 4 New Ads Generation and Content Generation.
Leadership
Chapter 5 Final KPI analysis and budget optimization.
4.5 Increasing Conversions in Computational Advertising

4.5.1 Research Methodology
The study demonstrates the relationship between management and its effect on Customer
value. The article also shows that TQM practices are essential in providing grounds for
marketing plans, policies, and strategies. This helps align the marketing management with
TQM to focus on valuable and potential customers. Our project aims to incorporate these
strategies for the marketing department in higher educational institutions like universities and
colleges to regulate the marketing expenditure and to incorporate Total Quality in marketing.

The cost reduction for the existing models paired with previous research and implementation
of statistical tools can be used to predict the future points of the advertising leads. Additionally, this data can be used to determine CPC trends in order to optimize the marketing quality
of educational institutions for higher returns through admissions.
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For Total Quality Management, Total = All participation , Quality = Meeting customers’
needs and expectations while Management = Providing conditions for quality product/service.
We present the total computational advertising flow in chart, and will provides meaningful
measures of performance in following.

4.5.2 Web Engineering
Web analysis is the process of collection, reporting and analysis of website data. When advertiser spend budget and launches a campaign on Google adwords , Bing or Facebook ,
potential customer clickes through the link, arrives the landing page of advertiser’s website,
and eventually make a purchase or fill a form become a leads, this is so called a conversion.
A conversion is a visitor browses your website and completes a desired goal, such as filling
out a form or making a purchase, Make users converted is the ultimate goal of computational advertising. The percentage of total visitors that convert is called conversion rate.
Conversion rates are calculated by taking the number of conversions and dividing that by the
number of total ad clicks that can be tracked to a conversion during the same time period.
For example, if you had 10 conversions from 1,000 clicks, the conversion rate would be 1%.
How to improve conversion rate is one of the most important goal of computational advertising. Because of that web engineering became very important. Our focus is on identifying
metrics based on marketing goals and using site data to determine the success or failure of
these conversion goals, drive strategy and improve the user experience, and ultimately drive
more conversions. The other KPI is decrease the cost per conversion while increase the conversion totals, this will involves cost per click and bidding process and budget optimization.
This part will be discussed in chapter 5.
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4.5.3 Conversion Analysis of Landing Pages
4.5.3.1 Linear and Logistic Regression
Logistic regression is a process in which a cost function is established in the face of a regression or classification problem, and then the optimal model parameters are solved iteratively through the optimization method, and then tested to verify the quality of the model
we solved.Although Logistic regression has "regression" in its name, it is actually a classification method, mainly used for two classification problems (that is, there are only two
kinds of output, which represent two categories) In the regression model, y is a qualitative
variable, such as y=0 or 1, and the logistic method is mainly used to study the probability of
occurrence of certain events.
Logistic regression might be considered as a development of linear regression.For a typical
linear regression it can be express as:

Y = β0 + β1 X1 + β2 X2 + ... + βn Xn + ε

Although linear regression is a good model however it sometimes not good enough as it will
predict among infinity. In order to solve this we use a logit function

logit(µ) = log(

µ
µ(x)
) ⇒ log
= β0 + β1 X1 + β2 X2 + ... + βn Xn
1−µ
1 − µ(x)
⇒ µ(x) =

1
1 + e−(β0 +β1 X1 +β2 X2 +...+βn Xn )

We can maximize the likelihood function as l(β ) = ∏ni=1 µ(xi )yi (1 − µ(xi ))1−yi
and because of the convex of likelihood function we take maximum log of estimates as:
where the dependent y and independent x are as above,
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whereβ k = [βok , β1k , ..., β pk ]T and µ k = [µ1k , µ2k , ..., µ pk ]T as well as µik =

1
k
1+e−Xi β

and coeffi-

cient β at k interation and f it value µ with expected variance sk for prediction filled in this
matrix S as

The updating procedure for IRLS is
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4.5.3.2 A/B Testing
Running an A/B test could evaluate different landing pages performance or if a change happens to specific metric whether there is performance improved or not. An A/B testing is a
statistical hypothesis testing.
Assuming we have n visitors and p is the conversion rate. We model conversions from
certain website follows a binomial distribution:








n!
 n 
 n 
f (k; n, p) = Pr(X = K) =   pk (1 − p)n−k where   =
k!(n − k)!
k
k

To test conversion rates in a A/B test, we will approximate the binomial distribution under
central limit theory as mean = p and variance =

f (x; µ, σ ) =

p(1−p)
n ,

while

1
(x − µ)2
√ e−
2σ 2
σ 2π

Therefore, probability can be present with following properties:
p
p ∼ Normal µ = p, σ =

p(1 − p)
√
n

!

We then propose null and alternative hypothesis Ho : d = 0 v.s. Ha : d = pa − pb where
dˆ0 ∼ Normal(0, SE) and dˆa ∼ Normal(d, SE)
Sometimes if we have more than 2 slots need to be compared, we would apply EpsilonGreedy Algorithm instead. For every round if we have t = 1, 2, 3... we select the group with
the highest empirical mean under probability 1 − ε and randomly select other group with
probability ε. Basically if there exist initial empirical means µ̂1 (0), µ̂2 (0), µ̂3 (0), ...
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We needs to Improving Content Quality as well, to fulfill that section we have 2 different
methods, the first is stop the keywords with very high conversion cost ( low quality). The
2nd is generate new contents which we would discuss in next chapter. To stop the keywords
with low quality score we may apply Adwords Scripts here as well which we setup a rule to
stop the keywords which too expensive:

Figure 4.11: Adwords Bid price Modifier 2
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CHAPTER 5: EXPERIMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION

In this chapter, we applied the system developed for computational advertising with a real
world problem. As usual when advertisers want to improve their return, they need to improve customer conversion rate as much as possible. The engineering analytics based model
implementation toward conversion rate maximization is validated with an actual case study
(a private university’s marketing group was used and due to confidential issues the name
cannot be released).

5.1 Process Modeling
We then load the data and link the traffic-Click-Conversion flow together and apply different methodology toward the modeling process such as cross validation, linear regression,
random forest, etc. Data is from a real time Google analytic account as well as the corresponding Google ad words spending account. We set up model under ten steps as show in
the figure of Modeling flow chart of Web engineering:
1. We proposed a A/B testing on 1825 Ad groups of Landing pages with testing confidence
level at 99% and picked up the landing page with better conversion rate and performance.
Below is an example:
The Quality score is also a very important parameter to estimate the conversion rate and
click through rate. From the results we may easily found most of keywords are scored at 7,
and this group makes most contribution toward the conversions. For keywords scored at 3
cost most and brings the most expensive leads. And time analysis also provide the volume
of webpage which reflect the conversion rate and cost. Based on real time speed tests which
were generated on May 10th 2016, Only New York, Dulles, and Miami have a loading speed
lower than 10 seconds and basically those all located in east coast.
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Figure 5.1: Modeling Flowchart of Web Engineering

For locations like California, Denver and Oregon, average page load time is around 15 seconds, which is basically west coast and Midwest. For international location, average loading
time is approximately 23 second. Going back to our previous research results in Figure 13, if
the loading speed average is more than 10 seconds, the marketing department is going to lose
90% of its visitors. This could be one of the reasons why most of the universities leads are
observed to be coming from east coast instead of west coast and international location. Addi94

tionally the marketing campaign’s cost is also strongly related to site speed. The faster speed
the company has, the less money is lost in marketing. In the case we may now indicated,
the most effective way to improve our web visits , university applications, and marketing
departments ROI is to increase the performance (Speed) of the website. Additional math
models could be used to prove this hypothesis. Assuming weekly cost equals to $360,000
dollars, Click changing trend will be predict as shown below in figure 12. If the performance
of the website can be increased so that the average loading time decreases from 10 seconds
to 5 seconds, the forecast Clicks/Visit will increase from 23879 to 63146, because every
one second decrease can lead to approximately d 10,000 additional clicks, under the same
amount of campaign cost, which also help the marketing department improve their return on
marketing spending.

Figure 5.2: A/B Testing Results 1.1
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Figure 5.3: A/B Testing Results 1.2

Figure 5.4: A/B Testing Results 1.3

Figure 5.5: A/B Testing Results 1.4
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Figure 5.6: A/B Testing Results 1.5

5.2 Improvements

In order to solve this problem the marketing department would like to lower total spend
and increase the conversion they are seeing at present day. As we have seen, the site visit is
significantly related to the admission record, and that site visits also significantly relate to the
website speed –In this case the website speed comes up to be a very important factor. One
way to decrease cost per click easily is to increase the performance (speed up) the website.
Web and Mobile performance is not just an IT issue, it also affects the marketing and lead
generation for the entire university. Slower IT infrastructure that is seen or experiences by
potential leads will result in increased page abandonment, loss of revenue and etc. Poor web
performance will push potential customers to look to alternate service providers (competitors) which in this case study are other universities. From results we understand that the visit
loss is quite related to loading time, also related to revenue loss.
Auction Scheduling is also very important. we can setup AdWords Scripts and linked with
the Google Sheets API which allowed us to set the different bid price during 24 different
hours within Google Sheets and then import the different bid price using the API into our
google AdWords accounts to modify the spend.
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Figure 5.7: Conversion V.S. Click, Cost and Impressions
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Figure 5.8: Hourly Volume of Website 1.1

Figure 5.9: Speed of Landing pages
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Figure 5.10: Regression Chart of Web Analytics

Figure 5.11: Greedy Algorithm of Web Analytics

We applied this mode to university’s campaign account starting from May 1st 2018. For each
activated keywords, we named new price for them based on predicted click through rate as
well as quality score. After the change, we will monitor results in 24 hours, and compare
new cost per conversion versus the old cost per conversion. After applied the change to
bidding price, we test the results by before group and after group, which is different.
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Figure 5.12: Loading Time Vs Clicks Modeling chart of Web Analytics
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Figure 5.13: Results of CTR Prediction
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Figure 5.14: Adwords Bid price Modifier 1
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Figure 5.15: Adwords Bid price Modifications

Weekly Results from Aug 31st 2018 to Sep 17th 2018 shows
1. Cost/ Conversion decreased from 178.06 to 158.99,
2. Total Conversion increased 26.26% ,
3. Conversion rate increased 23.06%,
4. Average cost per click increased 6.25%,
5. Total Cost increased 8.95%,
6. Impressions increased 4.92%,
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Figure 5.16: Weekly Results after Keywords auction system Applied I
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Figure 5.17: Weekly Results after Keywords auction system Applied II
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Figure 5.18: Improvements after model applied in 2018
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Figure 5.19: Campaign Results after Application I
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Figure 5.20: Campaign Results after Application II
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5.3 Results After System Improvement

Results proves this bidder adjustment method is effective. But this only based on 24-hour data, it
still need to be further discussed. By using this bidding as a tool to control the cost per conversion,
we massively improve the return of investment on Google Adwords auction by 4.6% in 1 day. We
keep monitoring out come in last 5 months and have seen very positive results.
The weekly chart shows cost/ cost per conversion / conversion rate data from google adwords
campaign. From the chart we can see our total spend in last 9 month [Jan1st 2018 to Oct1st 2018]
is $10.3 million dollars.

• In week of 04/30/2018, the weekly cost was $282,339.33, with cost per conversion at $214.53,
conversion rate at 4.24%;
• In week of 09/10/2018, the weekly cost was $272,185.11, with cost per conversion at $172.93,
conversion rate at 7.44%;
• On 10/01/2018, Daily cost is $32583.24, cost per conversion $162.11, conversion rate 8.37%;
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUDING REMARKS

Industrial engineering is a branch of engineering which deals with the optimization of complex
processes, systems, or organizations. Industrial engineering has areas such as engineering analytics. However, Engineering analytics is a complex landscape with a diversity of analytics tools
which comes from emerging fields such as big data, machine learning, and traditional operations
research. Industrial engineers are capable to create advanced methodologies with engineering analytics elements to combine data from multiple sources and deliver insights to optimize complex
processes such as Computational Advertising. This dissertation has proven that industrial engineering using engineering analytics can optimize the emerging area of Computational Advertising.
The key was to know the different fields very well and do the right selection. However, first, we
need to understand and be experts in the flow of the complex application of Computational Advertising and based on the characteristics of each step map the right field of Engineering analytics
and traditional Industrial Engineering. Then, you build the apparatus and apply it to the respective
problem in question.

6.1 Conclusions

In this dissertation we have investigated an engineering analytics based system with applications
in computational advertising, which subverts the traditional advertising methods from users’ insight into performance measurement, and bring to a revenue revolution across the entire industry.
This dissertation considered generalizing different engineering models in computing advertising
industry based on real data and cutting-edge algorithms as the underlying technology successfully
improved system KPI by more than 60% in 6 months. The basic flow and the corresponding
mapping is a follows:
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Figure 6.1: Comprehensive view of the system architecture of the Engineering Analytics Framework for Computational Advertising

1. Customer Personas –> Engineering Analytics Methodology: Support Vector Machines
2. Text Generation and Analysis –> Engineering Analytics Methodology: Deep Learning (Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs))
3. Click through rate estimation –> Engineering Analytics Methodology: Deep Learning (Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs))
4. Bid optimization –> Operations Research Methodology: Game Theory/Auction Theory Generative adversarial network (GANs)
5. Web Engineering –> Traditional Industrial Engineering: Total Quality Management
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Therefore, this research combined different optimization topics in computational advertising as a
whole ecosystem, which brings solutions help business improving potential customer pool size,
auto generate high quality ads and optimize bidding process to achieve high return on marketing
spending. A better schematic that displays the system architecture is shown in Figure 6.1.
Overall we believe to have contributed a system engineering research combining Deep learning,
machine learning, statistical analysis, engineering modeling for computational advertising. On
the other hand, a more complex system was also devised which not only includes the previous
architecture but it can be implemented in different domains and with the right connections to
Internet of Things (IoT) and Big Data (large data sets with unstructured and structure features).
Figure 6.2 displays this system and mapped to the different phases using systems engineering as
the backbone.

Figure 6.2: System Engineering Implementation Flowchart of this Dissertation
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6.2 Contributions to the Body of Knowledge

This research study have been intensive and massive from the viewpoint of the different methodologies utilized. However, it has brought several contributions to the Body of Knowledge such
as:
1. This dissertation introduced the classic standard deep learning application in advertising, then
it pointed out a new direction of how to make a better deep learning model through the insight
into user behavior in the future. One of the purposes in Computational Advertising is to maximize
the matching probability between users, advertisements and scenes, build a variety of advertising
scenarios to attract users, enable users to actively participate in the interaction, actively share information, and participate in the value creation of the brand. Therefore, deep learning is a good
way to do it.
2. This dissertation is the first attempt to make a framework with its respective systems architecture using Engineering Analytics and Traditional Industrial Engineering to improve and optimize
Computational Advertising. The framework was validated with a sophisticated real-world case
study (indeed not a mock up one!).
3. The integration of Auction Theory with Machine Learning (in particular deep learning) in a tandem fashion is another contribution . The integration is useful in order to improve the application
of Auction Theory and improve performance in the bidding system with the respective predictive
analytics.
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6.3 imitations and Recommendations

All studies have limitations. One of the main limitations in this dissertation is this research is
focusing on advertiser’s perspective only and in lack of available and/or reliable analysis from
other stakeholders’ perspective. Second limitation is the research didn’t involve display advertising
analysis which is a trending topic of real time bidding. Other than this dissertation, the main
challenges and limitations of online computational advertising calculations are:

• Scale: there are millions of pages, billions of users, which need to be analyzed and processed
in few seconds; high concurrent online delivery system (eg: Rightmedia processes 10 billion
ad transactions per day) and Latency’s strict requirements (eg: Ad exchange requires the
auction to return within 100ms) leads to very high cost in computational advertising analysis.
• Dynamics: User attention and shopping interests change very quickly.
• Rich query: Need to combine tons of users and various signals in the context in searching
for potential candidates.
• Explore & Exploit: User feedback data is limited to the combination that has appeared in
previous launches, and needs to actively explore unobserved areas to improve model correctness.

If I redo this research again, how can I do it differently? Through a comprehensive review of the
existing research results, the author finds that the current research results of computational advertising in academic circles are not rich, and the definition of computational advertising is vague.
The concepts of computational advertising and computational advertising are mixed. Fundamental
issues still need to be further deepened and developed in academic research. Therefore, the author believes that it is necessary to redefine the definitions of advertising. Meanwhile, the current
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Figure 6.3: 2018 Share of Advertising Market by Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research

research on computational advertising has the problem of very narrow research horizontal. Most
of the research is limited to the level of programmatic buying. Programmatic buying is a typical
application of computing advertising, but it is not the only area. Computational advertising should
be a data-based, algorithm-based, user-centered research domain. Google’s chief scientist, Peter
Norvig, believes that “Google has no better algorithms, Google has more data,” and data is both
the key to business competition and the current constraints on business development.
The intelligent algorithm model is the main tool for calculating advertising. All data for calculating
advertising is processed and optimized by intelligent algorithms, so the entire link involves the
use of a wide range of algorithmic tools that give genes that calculate the "smart" of advertising.
The intelligent algorithm finds the connection point between the user interest and the advertiser’s
needs, and indirectly realizes the matching between the user and the scene. From text analysis to
emotional computing, from information crawlers to search engine optimization, a large number of
operational tools such as statistical models, distributed systems, machine learning, etc. are used
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repeatedly. The purpose of the intelligent algorithm is to push advertisements that match the user’s
personal characteristics and the scenes to the user, improving the accuracy of the advertisement
exposure and marketing efficiency. Calculating the future development of advertising, combined
with deep learning in the artificial intelligence environment, will carry out more relevant marketing
and predictive analysis.

6.4 Future Directions

Figure 6.4: Future Prediction of Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research

According to 2018 Computational advertising report from Goldman Sachs, Goldman Sachs pre116

dicted :
1. Expecting the global online ad market to see consistent share gains vs. the traditional market.
2. Mobile search now accounts for a majority of search spend.
3. Social advertising still robust.
4.Voice could see some experimentation as install base scales.
5. Facebook and Google continue to capture the majority of growth.
This industry worthy hundreds of billion USD revenue per year. Where there is money, there is the
future and people won’t stop improving this domain. For example, despite advertisers’ efforts, the
vast majority of online ads do not elicit a desired response(e.g., a click or a sale). Consequently,
ad re-targeting has become one deeply meaningful area of computational advertising research. On
the other hand, customers normally do not like to receive too much ads, so if some ads brings too
much clicks or conversions, advertisers have also become wary of receive too many responses,
which may be a fraudulent activity(e.g., click fraud). Another example is mobile ads are dramatically growing. This has motivated research into identifying and combating this malicious activity,
which is an example of a problem in computational advertising that advertisers may not necessarily
in concerning to resolving is the “best” online ad to display.
At this time, the main evaluation indicators of advertising effectiveness are evaluation indicators
such as ratings, arrival rates, cost per thousand, gross rating points, viewing point costs, and frequency of exposure. These data are often provided by media or agency companies such as Google
Facebook. The subjectivity of the data collection process and the interest chain game of the industry chain make the authenticity of these advertising effect data un-guaranteed, and cannot be
redirected to the user to achieve repeated exposure of the advertisement. Advertisers in this communication path cannot accurately find the target users. The results of “precise marketing” are
lacking, and the advertising decision is at the back end of the advertising chain. Accurate user
recommendations enable computational advertising to make a huge shift from media purchases to
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user purchases, while algorithm-optimized user content recommendations require strong data management platform support. Indeed, one of the most exciting things about computational advertising
is the characteristic of quickly technology emerges and develops in computational advertising that
likely to continue.
New opportunities in computational advertising research have also stimulated by recent advances
in technology. Such as the rapid growth of smartphones and tablets, for instance, has opened up
new research areas in the realm of mobile advertising, like location-based targeting and mobile
game advertising. Meanwhile, startup companies like Coursera and Snapchat continue to present
fresh challenges as they brainstorm new ways of generating revenue for their creative products.
Given how quickly technology emerges and develops, the characteristic of computational advertising is likely to continue for another twenty years.
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